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Adriana Boscaro: A Biography

LUISA BIENATI

Adriana Boscaro was born in Venice in August 1935, and Venice was where she 
was destined to spend most of her private and academic life. She remains deeply 
connected to her Venetian roots despite a willingness to travel frequently, as a citizen 
of the world, to further scholarly contacts and to meet new colleagues. Her roots are 
most easily seen in her love of irony; her manner of speaking, which shifts easily 
from Italian to Venetian; her islander’s identity—she likes to quote the local saying 
that “without a bridge linking the mainland to Venice, Europe would be an island”; 
and, certainly not least, in the nature of her academic research. Despite the distance 
between Japan and Venice, Boscaro has always looked for connections between the 

Italian and Japanese cities in given historical periods—a project that unfortunately 
was never realized—Boscaro chose to focus on the parallels between Venice and 
Edo in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Edo and Venice: cities on the water, 
cities of commerce, cities with a similar urban structure, cities of entertainment, 
with their pleasure quarters, casinos, and beautiful women painted by artists and 
praised by poets. 

Over the course of the years, the links between Edo and Venice led Boscaro to 
focus her attention on the Tokugawa period and the years immediately preceding it. 
Given the broad chronological span and artistic wealth of this period, she soon came 

pleasure of discovery, the development of these interests was almost an unconscious 
reaction, an attraction of similarities. 

1956, when she took courses given in Venice by the Mideast and East Asian Institute 
of Rome (IsMEO). She was introduced to Japan and Japanese culture by a gifted 
young teacher, Tsuji Shigeru, who later became a professor at Geidai University in 
Tokyo. Professor Tsuji was an art historian, a specialist on Giorgione, and a translator 
of Vasari who was in love with Venice. He communicated his love for Japanese 
culture so effectively that Boscaro continued to study Japan on her own; she even 
published some articles while waiting for the University of Venice to inaugurate its 
Japanese studies program in 1965. Since her grasp of Japanese culture was already 
substantial, her career as a university student progressed smoothly. In 1969 three 
major events occurred in her life: she received her degree, was appointed assistant 

fellowship. During the eighteen months of her grant term she carried out research at 
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translation of the letters of Toyotomi Hideyoshi. These meetings frequently ended 
in a yakitoriya across from the Tokyo University campus. Boscaro has often said 
that she learned a great deal from her long conversations with her advisors. Not only 

letters was later published as 101 Letters of Hideyoshi (1975).
No sooner had Boscaro returned to Italy—bringing with her much material on 

the history of the Warring States period (sengoku jidai), Nobunaga, Hideyoshi, and 
Ieyasu, and eager to begin the new academic year—than a piece of news dampened 
her enthusiasm. She was told that the program she was assigned to had to focus more 
on literature, leaving history within a cultural framework. Boscaro therefore turned 

had never quite abandoned but which she now sought to explore in greater depth. 

whose Chinmoku (Silence) had recently been the subject of much acclaim. As she 
had already worked on “the Christian century” (see below), she was now able to 

Boscaro privileged access to his literary world—one of the reasons she continues to 
be regarded as the

In the course of the years she taught at the University of Venice (1969–2004), 
Boscaro held, among many positions, those of Director of the Institute of Japanese 
Studies, Director of the Department of East Asian Studies, and member of the Board 
of Directors. She taught courses on Japanese literature, the history of Euro-Japanese 

Here follows a brief outline of Boscaro’s academic interests. Driven by a keen desire 
to learn more about the impact of the West on Japan, Boscaro began examining early 
European relations with Asian countries. She took as her starting point the accounts of 
Italian travelers—adventurous merchants and clerics who in the twelfth and thirteenth 

her teaching program on “the century of discoveries,” when Portuguese vessels made 

1549. The roughly hundred-year period (1549–1636) of the Jesuits’ mission in Japan 
is called “the Christian century,” a never-ending source of discoveries. 

Boscaro continued to study Jesuit letters and reports and to explore related issues 
(here mentioned at random), such as the introduction into Japan of the moveable-
type printing press by the Jesuits; the menace of Hideyoshi; the sixteenth-century 
mission to Europe of four young Japanese men under the direction of Alessandro 

an island rather than an extension of the continent.
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The journey made by the four young Japanese converts and their Jesuit 
companions in the eight years between their departure from Nagasaki in 1580 
and their return in 1588 was carefully reconstructed by Boscaro on the basis of 
printed sources of the period. A bibliography of the texts and frontispieces of all 
the pamphlets issued in Europe on that occasion appeared as Sixteenth Century 
European Printed Works on the First Japanese Mission to Europe—A Descriptive 
Bibliography (Leiden 1973). This work was followed by the publication of several 
articles detailing their travels to Italy, and an exhibition at the Marciana Library in 
Venice in 1985, the four-hundredth anniversary of the young men’s visit to that city 
in 1585.

De Angelis’s “discovery” of the island of Ezo triggered Boscaro’s latent passion 
for cartography. She had already done some research on the representation of Japan 
in European cartography from the sixteenth through nineteenth centuries. She 
now turned her attention to a report and handwritten map in the Jesuit Archives in 
Rome. Boscaro examined the sources prior to de Angelis, and drew chronological 
comparisons between the various representations of Ezo on Italian, French, 
Portuguese, English, and Dutch maps, noting errors and discrepancies. She also 
produced a translation and commentary of de Angelis’s 1621 Report, which was 
not published until 1981. Although this edition is no longer in print, a new one was 
published by de Angelis’s hometown, Enna in Sicily, on the occasion of his being 
proclaimed a patron of Enna in 1987. All this reference material, used in classes 
for many years, will soon appear in print under the title Ventura e sventura dei 
gesuiti in Giappone, 1549–1639 (Fortunes and misfortunes of the Jesuits in Japan, 
1549–1639).

Despite the sealing of Japanese borders and the expulsion of Roman Catholic 
missionaries in 1639, the presence of Dutch merchants at Deshima led to a Japanese 
interest in Western learning (rangaku). Those Japanese who challenged bakufu 
authority were interested in the new knowledge and technologies brought by these 
“red-haired men” ( ): medicine, ballistics, telescopes, the compass, oil 
painting, perspective, and so on. These events attracted the interest of Boscaro, 

Hayashi Shihei, Honda Toshiaki, Sugita Genpaku, and especially Hiraga Gennai. 

Albeit not a genuine rangakusha, Gennai can be seen as a link between science and 
the spirit of Edo, for he was an imaginative, unpredictable, and ingenious inventor, 
a product of his time but endowed with a broad vision, as Boscaro observes in her 
annotated translation of Gennai’s (1990).

In 1987, Boscaro organized the International Conference “Rethinking Japan,” 

epochal event that is still fondly remembered: Tanizaki experts from all over the 
world (with the exception of Edward Seidensticker, who was ill at the time) gathered 

author. The transactions from this conference were published in 1998 as A Tanizaki 
Feast, a volume jointly edited by Boscaro and Anthony H. Chambers. 
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Boscaro had already devoted many years to the study of Tanizaki, translating 
and editing his works, lecturing, and gathering bibliographic material. The result was 
the publication of Tanizaki in Western Languages: A Bibliography of Translations 
and Studies (2000), a list of 263 translations in seventeen languages and 224 articles 
and books on Tanizaki. One of Boscaro’s distinguishing traits is the desire to have 
an overview of any subject she might be discussing; to inform herself, for instance, 
on everything about a given literary work: its composition, the chronological order 
of its translations in other languages, and the choices made by the translators. 
Hence Boscaro’s decision to catalogue all Japanese literature translated into Italian, 
culminating in Narrativa giapponese: cent’anni di traduzioni (Japanese Fiction: 

fact: that the works of many authors, including Tanizaki, were translated into Italian 
long before they were translated into other languages. 

to mention a few. She was a founding member in 1972 of the European Association 
for Japanese Studies (EAJS), served as president from 1991 to 1994, and has been 
an honorary member since 2005. Boscaro was also one of the founding members, 
in 1973, of AISTUGIA (Italian Association for Japanese Studies), served on the 
board of the Association for many years, and has been its president since 2005. 
In 1999 Boscaro was asked by Fosco Maraini to become academic director of the 
new Vieusseux-Asia Center of the Gabinetto P. G. Vieusseux in Florence, where 
Maraini’s library and photo collection are now kept. Boscaro’s role at the Center is 
to coordinate projects aimed at strengthening ties with Japan.

The position of which Boscaro is most proud, however, is one she has held 
since 1988, that of editor of a Japanese Literature series published by Marsilio in 

literature; it has published thirty-one translated volumes to date. Each volume is 
the work of a specialist scholar and includes a detailed introduction to the life and 
literary career of the author, an annotated translation, and a glossary. While primarily 
aimed at an academic readership, the series has attracted the interest of the wider 
public, and the volumes have been reprinted several times. As of 2008 it has been 
my honor to coedit the series with Adriana Boscaro. 

In 2000, Boscaro sponsored the awarding of an honorary degree to the scholar 

visiting professor there in 1983–84. The Italian edition of his book Nihon bungakushi 
josetsu has been widely used in Italian departments of Japanese studies.

I wish to end this introduction by mentioning the most prestigious honors 
bestowed on Adriana Boscaro: the Okano Prize for the promotion of Japanese 

Nihon bungakushi josetsu, 1999; and in the same year, the Japanese Order of the 
Rising Sun, Third Class.
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The Modern Murasaki

EDWARD SEIDENSTICKER

This seems likely to be a somewhat negative piece—not the best sort, perhaps, for 

closely akin as is commonly held to be the case.

spent three solid prewar years putting the Genji monogatari into modern Japanese. 
He was not doing a great deal else during those years, although what he did produce, 
and especially A Cat, a Man, and Two Women ( ), is 
very good.

The amount of time consumed on his other two Genji modernizations is not as 

we may guess that the two of them together took as much time as the other. If this 
is the case then, still in the fullness of his capabilities as what is called a creative 
writer, he put a half dozen years into the work. This is about what it would take for 
a person not otherwise occupied and working full time to put it into a European 
language.

So it is clear that Tanizaki was very fond of Murasaki Shikibu and her work. 
-

enced by her. It is quite possible to be long and intimately associated with a work of 
literature, or anything else, and not fully understand it.

in any language. When Japanese ask (and they are very fond of doing it) whether 
European sorts (and most Americans fall into that category) really understand Japa-
nese literature, I generally respond with a question of my own: what is meant by 

It is to the point to note that admiration for the Tanizaki modernizations of the 
Genji is not universal. It is especially to the point with regard to a writer, Kawabata 

ranks of Genji modernizers but in the end did not.
Among his reasons for wanting to do it was that he found the Tanizaki versions 

unsatisfactory. He was, perhaps, as fond of the work as Tanizaki was:

During the war, on trains to and from Tokyo and in bed in the dim light that 
was permitted, I read an old  version of the Genji monogatari. 
I feared that small print would be bad for my eyes in the darkness and the 
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the times. It was peculiar to be reading a tale from a thousand years ago in 
an old wood-block edition as the Yokosuka Line took on more and more 
the color of war, but none of my fellow passengers seemed to detect the 
anachronism. In a whimsical mood, I would tell myself that if there was 
a raid and I was wounded it would be good to have the sturdy old paper 
to press against the wounds.

I was at the twenty-third chapter, about half the distance through 
the work, when Japan surrendered. It was a strange way to read the Genji, 
but it left a deep impression on me. I would be aware in astonishment 

been bombed out or who had taken refuge in the country came struggling 
aboard with luggage. I could not but be surprised at the disharmony 
between me and people wandering streets that smelled of ashes. I was still 
more astonished at the harmony between me and prose from a thousand 
years ago. . . . I was still more surprised at the number of consoling letters 
that came to me from soldiers at the front. Some were from strangers, but 
common to them was the fact that they had come upon my writings and 
been stirred to intense homesickness, and wished to thank me and wish 
me well. It seems that my writings make people think of Japan. I felt a 
similar homesickness when I read the Genji monogatari.1

This is from Sorrow ( ), an essay published in 1949. 
Though he thought of translating the Genji into modern Japanese, he ran out of 

energy. He showed me the copy of the Genji on which he was making preparations 
for his modernization. It was toward the end of his life. He seemed to be paying 
little attention to modernizations other than the Tanizaki ones. He had marked in red 
Tanizaki passages which he thought questionable. It had turned into a very red text. 
He did not seem to like much of anything in the Tanizaki versions.

He said something rather remarkable of the Tanizaki Genji: “It is a -
ji.”  can be rendered “merchant” or “tradesman.” Much interested and not 
ideally comprehending, I asked him to tell me in detail more what he meant. His 
response was characteristic. He smiled and said nothing more. The smile seemed to 

A part of his meaning is quite clear. He thought Tanizaki out of his class when 
he undertook to do the Genji. The word he chose has in every language I can think 
of connotations of vulgarity. It is hard to believe that Kawabata thought himself 

his short-lived father was a physician and not a merchant. Tanizaki’s family was 

Murasaki is not possible to say. It seems doubtful. Yet there was something about 
being from the merchant class that put Tanizaki at a distance from her.

1. Kawabata 1982a, pp  
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What was it? I wish I could say for certain, but it was not Kawabata’s way to 
leave a person in certainty. It seems clear that Kawabata felt himself in some respect 
nearer Murasaki.

Tanizaki was in many ways a product of the European Enlightenment. He wrote 
an exceedingly famous essay about shadows, arguing that they are essential to Japa-
nese culture and should be brought back, or at any rate preserved in such limited 
regions as literature, but those of us who saw how he lived may wonder whether he 
really was such a devotee of murkiness.

His was a bright, cheerful way of life. The world of The Makioka Sisters 
( ), essentially Tanizaki’s own suburban Osaka, was bright, and western-
ized. I suspect that Tanizaki’s way of calling a spade a spade had something to do 
with Kawabata’s distaste for the translations. He seldom left the reader in doubt as to 
where he stood. Whatever it was, Kawabata did not think Tanizaki the right person 
to translate the Genji.

It would have been good if Kawabata had shaken off the work that so occupied 
Genji. It was work that had 

little to do with his real work, and many feel that it caused his death. Quite possibly 
if we had a Kawabata Genji before us we still would not know precisely what he 
meant. That smile might well have passed over his countenance if we had asked.

So what might it mean when we are told that Tanizaki was close to Murasaki 
Shikibu? We must consider at least one attribute, the long sentence, that does not 
seem (to me, of course) so very essential.

One thing about Murasaki is that there does not seem to be anything inevitable 
about her long sentences. Long they are, but not inevitably so. Many of the longest 
of them contain a place or two or three at which she could have come to a stop and 
started a new sentence. They have about them a bit of the look of mannerism.

in my favorite dictionary, a Scottish one (not an American one): “manner or style 
becoming wearisome by its sameness.” Yet I think mannerism to be a trick or quirk 
of style which calls attention to itself, and which we would be happier without. I am 
not convinced that Murasaki was a superbly good stylist. This is all right. It is pos-
sible for a novelist not to write superbly well and yet to be considered a very good 

-

the process. I do not think this to be true of Murasaki. Very often she could have 

帝、かしこき御心に、倭相を仰せて思しよりにける筋なれば、今
までこの君を親王にもなさせたまはざりけるを、相人はまことに
かしこかりけり、と思して、無品親王の外戚の寄せなきにては漂
はさじ、わが御世もいと定めなきを、ただ人にておほやけの御後
見をするなむ、行く先も頼もしげなめることと思し定めて、いよ
いよ道々の才を習はさせたまふ。
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The contents will reveal that this is from early in the Genji, when the hero was a 
small boy.2 It is not to be seen, however, as the product of a beginning, tentative, 

that it was written after chapters that follow it in the standard text.
Here, more or less, is my rendition:

In the wisdom of his heart, the emperor had already analyzed the boy’s 
physiognomy after the Japanese fashion and had formed tentative plans. 
He had thus far refrained from bestowing imperial rank on his son, and 
was delighted that the Korean view should so accord with his own. Lack-
ing the support of maternal relatives, the boy would be most insecure as 
a prince without court rank, and the emperor could not be sure how long 
his own reign would last. As a commoner he could be of great service. 
The emperor therefore encouraged the boy in his studies, at which he was 

3

establishes adequately enough that I have never been very careful about following 

to me the endeavor to follow the original pattern of full stops has always seemed 
useless.

It seemed especially so in the case of the Genji. Heian Japanese is a richly ag-
glutinative language, and English is not agglutinative at all. Neither is any other 
European language with which I am familiar. I know very little Finnish or Magyar. It 
is not possible to imitate perfectly in English the rhythms of a document in modern 
Japanese, and it is far less so in the case of Heian Japanese.

 Genji establishes that Tanizaki 

perfectly? I am inclined to think that there is no perfection in such an endeavor. So 
let carelessness and irresponsibility, if such they be, prevail.

The sentence quoted tells us much about how Murasaki Shikibu made her sen-

wo. Kenkyu-

prepositions followed by examples.
It is not so with elaborate Japanese dictionaries of the language, ancient and 

modern. The Daijirin
-
-

2. Genji monogatari 1982, p. 117.
3. Seidensticker (trans.) 1978, p. 15.
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-
ous and very private reasons, wish to end their sentences quite yet.”

So the reasons for Murasaki’s long sentences come to seem somewhat different 
from Henry James’s. He had ponderous thoughts to put in order, and his sentences 
got longer and longer as he did it. Long though they are, they are tightly constructed. 

-
nizaki’s long sentences come to seem not so strong a bond with her. They may be 
important in themselves, but if her sentences are a bit dodgy, often longer than the 

to me on the whole better sentences than hers, and their length seems more in ac-
cord with the contents than hers. So how important are they in establishing close 

Genji in the Waley translation during the Second World War. I 
did not have a try at reading it in the original until some years after the war. I was 

translation, but it is triumphant in establishing that the work is a great one, and great 
in a way not to be seen, or at any rate very rare, in the literatures I had until then 
been familiar with.

I had never before read so lyrical a novel. I did not hesitate then, and I do not 
now, to use the word “novel.” The novel is distinguished from other forms of nar-
rative prose in that it succeeds or fails though characterization. So the novel is es-
sentially a dramatic form. In the Genji
from one another with remarkable skill. But it also seemed an uncommonly lyrical 
piece of prose narrative.

It is thus in an obvious way and a not so obvious way. It contains a large amount 
of lyric poetry. I found this a bother to translate, and not hugely interesting to read. 
The poetry of the earlier court anthologies, which dominates it, does not, I must 
confess, seem to me compelling.

It was the other lyrical element that seemed to me then, and seems to me now, 
not far from unique. We are constantly aware of nature, of the passage of the seasons 
and the phases of the moon. Jane Austen will suddenly remind you of something you 
have quite possibly forgotten—that spring has come over whatever section of rural 
England she is speaking of. In the Genji the reader is not permitted to forget. The 
natural background is present on virtually every page.

For anything remotely resembling it in English literature, by which I mean lit-

give the count—have not persuaded me that I was wrong. I still do not know of a 
Western equivalent, save minor ones. Nominations will be welcome.

prose. This became increasingly divorced from the colloquial. So we lose sight of 
an extremely important fact, that the Genji is a very colloquial document, probably 
more so than the (conversational writing style) of our day. This last is full 
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of conventions, perhaps most conspicuous among them the ubiquitous  and 
 that keep the written language at a remove from the language we hear all 

about us.

whether I wished the results to be in  or .4 Democracy, 
or perhaps “egalitarianism” would be better, was much in vogue in those days. We 

two, which seemed to have in it less of these undesirable qualities. The interview, 
when it came out in , had a peculiar sound to it. So I was made aware 
of the discrepancy, and did not ask for  thereafter. The discrepancy 

some closely allied facts, may be found the beginning of an explanation for the long 
Murasaki Shikibu sentence, a length that may sometimes seem, as in the example 
translated above, a bit gratuitous. The allied facts include the scarcity of paper and 

come at the end of it, and the nature of the original audience.
We cannot be sure of the circumstances of publication, so to speak. It seems 

not unlikely—given that in the beginning and for rather a while afterward there was 
only one copy, and that the possible audience was very small, only a few hundred 
people in the capital and some of the provincial capitals—that it was read aloud.

-

might be considered two versions of the same part of speech.
Matters are complicated by the fact that the crucial words come after everything 

else. Intense concentration is required for us to see this arrangement successfully 
through. It may not have been as intense for the original audience, which knew noth-
ing else, but it was required all the same. An instant of inattention and everything 
was lost.

The scarcity of copies meant that there was a lector, whether the great novelist 
herself or someone else. We can assume that the audience was interested and tried to 
be attentive, but that it was not always successful. There would come a query from 
the audience. Murasaki, or someone, would oblige with a wo or an agglutination 

organized sentence that characterizes the work.
This is fanciful, of course, but the nature of the language and the nature of the 

initial audience suggest that something of the sort could have happened. And this 
also suggests that the length of the sentence does not matter so very much. Sen-
tences can be broken up without doing serious damage to the meaning, and writing 

4.  literally means “spoken language” and  “written language.”  The choice 
referred to here is between transcribing the interview exactly as recorded, in spoken Japanese 

, or editing it to conform to  (conversational writing style) conventions, which are used 
in most modern written Japanese.
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wrote them.
Murasaki Shikibu is an obscure writer. It is easy to make too much of this ten-

she is for us. Yet the language is obscure, and Murasaki does not go out of her way 
to explain her characters to us. She prefers to let them go their own way, and they do 
this obediently, for we are aware of their great individuality.

Murasaki Shikibu was also a writer of few words. This is a peculiar thing to say, 

thousand pages in translation. The point here is that she does not have a huge vo-
cabulary, and she uses the same words over and over again in subtly different mean-
ings. The most obvious such word is of course aware,5 but it is not the only one. The 

-
prisingly little dialogue, and there is not much by way of psychological analysis.

Aside from the long sentences, what in Tanizaki can be held to establish close 

wondered, whimsically, whether Tanizaki’s long paragraphs, especially in The Ma-
kioka Sisters, might be held to speak of a bond with Murasaki Shikibu. I am sure 
that if she had them, they would be. The original Genji would seem to have been one 
long paragraph broken only by poems.

Mishima Yukio once said something which I had not thought of before and 
which much interested me: that Japanese writers pay attention to patterns of light 
and darkness across their pages. The relative airiness of Japanese kana makes for 

I do not know whether there is any truth in the Mishima view, but that does not 

the spirits. To turn over a leaf and see that the two pages opened contain but a single 
paragraph break, and even none at all, can have a dispiriting effect.

Tanizaki was not a strongly lyrical kind of writer. There are famous passages 

hunt and visits to the Kyoto cherries, both in The Makioka Sisters. There are also 
glimpses and glimmerings, such as the smell of daphne in early spring, or the effect 
the Ashiya autumn has upon the scent of coffee.

Nature is not the constant presence in his writing that is in the Genji. Indeed, the 
Makioka family, living with the garden spread out before it through all the seasons, 
pays precious little attention to it. I wonder if this might have been one of the at-
tributes of the “merchant’s” Genji which Kawabata saw emerging from the Tanizaki 
hand.

The moon is of such extreme importance to Murasaki Shikibu that she arranges 
to have important characters die near its fullness, that their funerals may be conducted 
under it. Tanizaki seldom mentions it except to complain, usually about how the 

p. 414.
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bright lights of the modern world have mistreated it. We should probably assume 
that Tanizaki’s complaints are genuine, from the heart, but, as in the larger matter of 
shadows, there is room for doubt.

The most important matter by far has to do with Tanizaki’s ideas on literature 
itself, or on the art of expression. We cannot be sure how Murasaki Shikibu viewed 

“I have told them everything they need to know.” Yet she must have been in some 
measure obscure in her day as she is in ours. Some of the obscurity must have been 
unintentional, but she must have liked much of it.

I am fond of saying, largely to shock and surprise, that Tanizaki is no fun to 

very easy. One can let one’s mind wander off and he will take care of himself. Japa-

but the expression of it is rather English. I am by no means alone in this view, and do 
not claim it to be original. Even when his matter is rather complicated, the expression 
of it is pellucid. He can sometimes be a touch wordy and discursive, but even then, 
what he is saying is clear. The reader or translator is almost never in doubt about the 
meaning. This does not, as I have suggested, make for very interesting work.

resort to satire. Tanizaki can sometimes be a touch stuffy:

事態が既にかうなってから何を申上げる事もないし、未練がまし
いやうだけれども、小生として一言貴下に釋明させて戴かなけれ
ば立つ瀬がない。貴下は或は、小生等夫婦が妹の心中を十分確か
めても見ずに此の縁談を進めたやうにお考へかも知れないが、事
實は、あの妹は決して貴下を嫌いってゐなかったのみならず、寧
ろその反對であったと信じる。それでは先日來の貴下に對するあ
の消極的な曖昧な態度、電話での應對などを如何に説明するかと
仰せられるでもあらうが、あれは持ち前の異性に對する怯懦と羞
恥心とがさせたことで、貴下を嫌ってゐた證據にはならない。三
十を越した女がそんな馬鹿らしいことが、と、他人は誰しもさう
思ふところだけれども、彼女の平生をよく知ってゐる肉身の者た
ちには不思議でも何でもなく、あゝ云ふ場合に彼女としてあゝ云
ふ風になるのが常で、あれでも昔よりは幾分か人みしりをしなく
なったのである.6

He had no apologies to offer, he wrote, and he knew his letter might 
sound querulous, but there was one thing at least that he must be al-

Teinosuke himself, had pushed the marriage talks without attempting to 
learn Yukiko’s views. That was far from the case. Yukiko did not dislike 
Hashidera, and they had cause to believe that her feelings were the op-
posite. If Hashidera wanted an explanation for her strange manner of a 

6. Tanizaki 1943–47, p. 696. 
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few days before, or for her manner over the telephone, then her general 
shyness before men was explanation enough. There was no evidence of 
any dislike for him. Though it would seem ridiculous to outsiders that a 
woman past thirty should be so shy, her family, those who knew her well, 
saw nothing whatsoever to be surprised at. She had always behaved thus, 
and her fear of strangers had if anything begun to leave her.7

This is not Tanizaki at his best. It is somewhat pompous and somewhat empty. 

a telephone call from a prospective husband. The passage above is the letter that 
Teinosuke, Yukiko’s brother-in-law and the most important male character in the 
novel, writes to apologize for her. It tells us nothing we do not already know, and 
seems to serve little purpose except to assure Teinosuke (and Tanizaki, whose sur-
rogate he is) that he has done something high-minded. The point is, however, that 
even when not very satisfying, Tanizaki is always lucidity itself. There is nothing in 
the letter that need give the reader the slightest pause.

describes a feeling he has long had that the third Mrs. Tanizaki was a gifted critic 
8 The article is followed by two letters from 

second, dated July 11, contains the clearest statement: 

While I was writing  ( ) I became 
aware of something you have always scolded me for, the fact that the 
style is bald and wanting in suggestiveness. My style is prolix, you have 
warned me, and makes things too clear.

In a word, he is too lucid. He explains too well, as is not the Japanese way. Mr. Ma-

more obscure. I have quoted from The Makioka Sisters, to argue that lucidity is of 
the essence. The point is that, though Mr. Maruya detects a change, he recognizes 
what seems to me essential. It is very different from Murasaki Shikibu. I can with 

who says that of the big Murasaki one is lying.
I do not doubt that Tanizaki got his lucidity from the English. I do not wish to 

be understood as saying that it is a defect. My point is that he was a very lucid sort 
of writer, and Murasaki Shikibu was not. Translating Tanizaki does not feel like 
translating Murasaki.

And so translation of writing by whom does? Whom, I reply, if not Kawabata? 
Many a reader of Kawabata in translation, and especially of  ( -

), has remarked upon the wraith-like quality of the characters. This I take to 

7. Seidensticker (trans.) 1993, p. 418.
8. Maruya 1996, pp. 134–144.
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mean not so much that the characterization is inadequate as that the characters seem 
so fragile against the natural background. They are very isolated characters in an 
isolated society. The heroine remarks that things have improved since, not so very 
long ago, the railway came through.

place, especially in the winter, before skiing became a national craze. The story is 
set at the beginning of the craze. Given the nature of the characterization, it seems 

main female characters, is alive or dead. It seems worth pointing out that we cannot 
be sure whether or not the Genji

Some have dismissed the essay on weaving, near the end of the novel (to the 
extent that it has an end), as pointless. It is, however, as much about loneliness and 
fragility as about weaving. A very important thing, all through the novel, is that 
nature always seems ready to overwhelm.

Kawabata is, like Murasaki, a writer of few words. He is by no means as volu-
minous a writer as she. None of his novels is of more than medium length. Like her, 
he had favorite words which he put to all manner of uses. In her case, the big favorite 
is probably aware. In his it may well be .

More than one Japanese—and the Japanese, more than any other people I am 
familiar with, are interested in and critical of translation from their language—has 
pointed out the abundance of ways in which the verb  is rendered in my Kawa-
bata translations. Thirty verbs is a good round count of my renditions. These are 
only verbs. The Japanese verb is also rendered into other parts of speech.

The primary meaning, of course, is “to think.” This is a complex expression in 
all languages, and it is perhaps more so in Japanese than in most.  conveys 
meanings, such as “to be sad,” which the English does not. Yet thirty is a surprising 
count. I may confess that I was not aware of the variety when I was doing the trans-
lations, though I was vaguely aware of the complexity of the word and Kawabata’s 
fondness for it. Like aware, it has sad overtones. The writings of both authors are 
replete with sadness. Tanizaki, for all his “satanism” (and he once told me that he 
disliked the expression), was a much sunnier writer. 

has puzzled more readers than any other is that in  in which Shi-
mamura, the chief male character, enrages his geisha friend, the chief female one, by 
saying that she is “a good girl” and then unconsciously shifting to “good woman.” 
After much thought I translated it literally and thereby caused puzzlement. Asked 
to explain, I have usually replied that the intelligent reader, in which category the 

is not.

work. He is sparing in his use of nominatives. The opening sentences of -
try are probably the most famous in modern Japanese literature. They have been the 
most frequently noticed by Japanese who are suspicious of all translations from their 
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language. Some of the criticism seems rather silly. I am criticized, for instance, for 

easy: concessions must be made to the target language, and English demands sub-

of  (
incorrectly. Now that I know the correct identity, it seems a stupid blunder; but 
Kawabata could so easily have prevented it. 

indicators. With her more richly agglutinative language Murasaki can go greater 

work.
Translating Kawabata feels more like translating Murasaki than does trans-

the most fundamental one—whether a work and an author are worth talking about?

words of thanks to and for Adriana Boscaro. Energetic, intelligent, imaginative, she 
has been an enriching presence. She is genuinely cosmopolitan. Scholars on the 
European continent and scholars in the English-speaking countries tend not to pay 
much attention to the other faction. This has not been true of Adriana. She has al-
ways seemed interested in what we are doing. I have been very grateful, and I am 
glad that her retirement does not mean her disappearance from the scene.
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The “Tanizaki Genji”: Inception, Process, and Afterthoughts

IBUKI KAZUKO AND G. G. ROWLEY

“On Translating The Tale of Genji into Modern Japanese” (1938)
and “Some Malicious Remarks” (1965)

Among the many translations of The Tale of Genji into modern Japanese, the best 
known and most widely read remain “the Tanizaki Genji” and its immediate pre-
decessor, “the Yosano Genji.”1 Both are the work of writers at the forefront of 

(1886–1965); both writers made multiple translations; and the extent to which both 

there the resemblance ends.
The two versions of “the Yosano Genji” are entirely the work of a solitary artist 

who tells us very little of how she worked or the principles that guided her in her work. 
By contrast, the production of “the Tanizaki Genji,” in all three versions, was a major 
project involving several eminent scholars of Japanese literature, the staff and gradu-
ate students of the departments of Japanese Language and Literature at both Kyoto 
and Tokyo Universities, the editorial department of one of Japan’s largest publish-
ing companies, and Tanizaki’s longtime personal amanuensis, Ibuki Kazuko (1929–).2 
The aim of this essay is to reconstruct this complex process, in as much detail as pos-
sible, from inception to completion, and then to suggest how the very complexity of 
the process calls into question certain long-cherished views of Tanizaki’s relationship 
with Genji and its importance to his work. Perhaps the best place to begin is with Ta-

3

ON TRANSLATING THE TALE OF GENJI INTO MODERN JAPANESE

Translated by Thomas Harper

[1.] I think it must have been young Shimanaka, president of 
4 who had the idea of getting me to translate The Tale of 

1. For bibliographical details, see Tanizaki 1939–41, Tanizaki 1951–54, Tanizaki 1964–65; and Yosano 
1912–13, Yosano 1938–39.

2. Ibuki recalls her twelve years working for Tanizaki in Ibuki 2001a. For her essays on the “Tanizaki 
Genji,” see Ibuki 2001b, Ibuki 2003, Ibuki 2005, and Ibuki 2009, pp. 213-310.

-
tion of Genji. For the preface, see Tanizaki 1939.

嶋中雄作
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Genji. I’m not at all the sort of person to accept at the drop of a hat a plan 
dreamt up and set before me by a magazine publisher. But this proposal 
interested me enormously right from the start. Whether a disinterested 

even 
supposing I should decide on my own to translate a work of classical 
literature, there could be no other choice but Genji. I am fully aware, of 
course, that transforming the original text into modern Japanese is no 

commentaries, digests, and other such aids abound. From as early as the 
Kamakura period, and on into the Muromachi and Tokugawa eras, a truly 
vast variety of academic studies and reference works has been produced; 
so many, one might say, that the meaning of virtually every word, ev- the meaning of virtually every word, ev- meaning of virtually every word, ev-
ery phrase, has been explicated. And from the Meiji period through to 

points of detail. We now have several different editions equipped with 
modern language glosses; and just since I have undertaken this project, 
our younger scholars of National Learning have published a wealth of 
new work.5 With the possible exception of the , no other work 
possesses such an abundance of exegetical commentary as does Genji. 
With the aid of the work of these scholars, both ancient and modern, one 

This is not to say that there are no doubtful or unclear passages whatever; 
but these are passages that no scholar in the past has been able to deci-
pher, so I’m not worried that anyone will take me to task for coming up 
with an interpretation of my own. This being the case, one might say that 
Genji is, in a certain sense, the easiest of all the classics to translate—far 
easier, at least, than Saikaku or Chikamatsu; just as, in English literature, 
Shakespeare is easier to translate than Hardy or Meredith.6 Assuming, 

how is one to render it in the most literary manner possible? That is the 
task to which one must devote the whole of one’s energy; and the sort of 

Genji were not such an 

initial hesitation when they put the proposal to me is that I am such an ex-

an enormous work? Once begun, I would have no choice but to abandon 
everything else and give myself up entirely to the task. Yet it was not as 
if I had no commitments to other magazine publishers; would I be able 
to spend that many years in such a manner? That was my one and only 
cause for concern.

in earnest. Since then I have published nothing except 

5. In this essay, Tanizaki does not use the word , “scholars of National Literature,” pre-
ferring instead the older , “scholars of National Learning.”

6. The English novelists Thomas Hardy (1840–1928) and George Meredith (1828–1909).
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futari no onna in the magazine 
or essays. The way I work is this. First I send the manuscript of my draft 

of which I have sent to my collaborator Professor Yamada Yoshio,7 and 
one to me. Then, as Yamada’s pages, corrected in red ink, come in, I have 
them sent to me as well. These, which sometimes seem dyed bright red 
with the professor’s corrections, I refer to from time to time; but revision 

the headnotes for someone else to do; but then I realized I could never be 
content not doing them myself, so since then I have appended them one 
by one as I go along. Proceeding in this manner until a draft translation is 
complete, I shall then review the entire text from the very beginning with 
reference to Yamada’s advice, and with the intention of incorporating 80 
to 90 percent of his suggestions. At present, I have reached a point mid-
way through the Uji chapters in my work on the draft translation. This 
has taken two years and four months spread over three calendar years, 
at which rate the draft, albeit a rough one, should be complete by about 
April. If it is not to be published all at once but at the rate of two- or three-
hundred pages per month over the span of a year or so, then I should be 
able to make my corrections while it is being produced. Thus once I have 

[3.] For me to have studied on my own the multitude of commentaries 
that have come down to us from old would have been all but impossible. 

Yamada. Thus it was that in the spring of 1935, accompanied by Mr. 
Amemiya8

total sincerity how extraordinarily grateful I am to have found such a 

name; I really do want him to point out, unsparingly, all of my errors. 
Which indeed the professor does: wielding his vermilion brush with the 
most painstaking precision, he has made many valuable suggestions and 
corrections, not only concerning academic matters but points of style 
and expression as well. The professor likewise has told me in person 
how very important he considers this task and has been unstinting in 

7. Yamada Yoshio 山田孝雄
神宮皇學館 in Ise, a govern-

ment institute devoted to the promotion of National Shinto, was granted university status, Yamada 
was appointed president. The university was closed by GHQ order during the Allied Occupation of 
Japan and Yamada was purged. Known more for his studies of Japanese grammar than of literature, 
Yamada’s most notable work on Genji is entitled Genji monogatari no ongaku (Music in The Tale of 
Genji, 1934, reprinted 1969).

雨宮庸蔵 (1903–99), head of the publishing department ( ) at 
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would scrutinize my work so obligingly and with such extraordinary 
attentiveness was something I never expected. I feel quite as if an ally a 
million strong has come to my aid. Over these past three years, it has been 
a source of no small sustenance to me that the professor has participated 

[4.] Professor Yamada suggested that I use the  as my text.9 
And since my own knowledge of the Genji was acquired through the 

, I decided to base my translation upon it entirely. Of the old 
commentaries, I found  the most helpful.10 But for a modern 
person translating into the modern language, the most helpful of all are 
the vernacular translations published since the Meiji period—such as 

the seven-volume edition in ; Kubota 
Utsuho’s translation; the 
Shoin; and Shimazu Hisamoto’s .11 Those that 
are already complete, I have, of course; and those currently in process of 
publication, I place on my shelves as soon as they appear. Waley’s work 
is so riddled with errors that it is not of much help; but its considerable 
virtues as a literary translation are a stimulus to effort, so I peruse it from 
time to time as a source of inspiration. As I said before, my principal aim 
is to produce a literary translation, a translation that can itself be read as 
literature without reference to the original text—a translation from which 
one derives the same fascination that an ancient reader would derive from 
reading the original. It is not to be a free translation, unfettered by the 
original, but, in keeping with my aim, one that adheres to the original as 
closely as possible. At the very least, I intend there should be no phrase 
in the original text for which there is no corresponding passage in the 
translation. It may be impossible to achieve perfection in this, but I shall 
try my best to do so. In short, I mean to work in such a manner that my 
translation may also be of use as a reference in reading the original text.

[5.] There shall, I am sure, be other opportunities to discuss the style 
(bun 文) of The Tale of Genji, so I’ll not discuss the matter in any detail 
here. Were I to venture just one observation, however, I should say that 
the charm of the original lies, more than anything else, in its “eroticism” 
(iroke 色気). The text of Genji is truly, to an uncanny degree, erotic. Of 

Genji and, much later, Saikaku’s works that 
stand out for their eroticism. Is not this one of the reasons Genji so utterly 

9. The  is a complete text of Genji with selected commentary, compiled by Kitamura Kigin 
北村季吟 (1624–1705). First published in 1673, the  became the most widely circulated 
edition of Genji
well into the twentieth century.

10. The  is a commentary on Genji by Nakanoin Michikatsu 中院通勝 (1556–1610), com-
pleted in 1598.

11. See Yosano 1912–13; Miyata 1938; Yoshizawa et al. 1924–27; Kubota and Yosano 1936–38; Shi-
mazu 1937–39; and Shimazu 1930–42, left incomplete upon the author’s death in April 1949.
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it in the modern language, I try as hard as I can not to lose that eroticism. 
To what extent I have succeeded only an expert can judge; but to that 
end it has been essential to emulate the vagueness of the original—that 
indirect manner of speaking, fraught with implications, yet so understated 
that it can be taken in several different senses. I’ve been unable to write 
with the daring economy of the original text; but if we posit that the 

 units of expression, 
then I have expressed them with seven. So a passage in the original that 
cannot be understood without reading it ten times over, in my translation 
should be understandable after two or three readings. This much of the 
“ ” and “impenetrability,” I should like it to be understood, has 
been preserved. And one further point: I have endeavored to keep my 
vocabulary small. This is something that strikes everyone when they read 
the Genji; but for such a long work and such a sweeping narrative, the 
variety of words used in it is not great. The adjectives used in describing 
scenery, describing persons, describing feelings are for the most part 
unvarying, with , , , and the like repeated 

nuance do emerge.) This may well be due to the importance attached to 
what I have previously described as words fraught with implication; but I 
think, too, that the number of words in general use at that time must have 
been small. These characteristics of the original text I have of course 
done my best to preserve.

[6.] If modern persons reading works of modern literature were to delve 
into the meaning of every word and every phrase the way one does in 
deciphering a classical text, I am sure they would encounter a great many 
passages that are quite incomprehensible. But since the text is written in 
the modern language, they feel they have understood and read on. This 
sort of reading presents no obstacles to literary appreciation. The relent-
less pursuit of every word and every phrase is academically indispensible, 
but it may actually be a hindrance to literary response. By reading on past 
what is incomprehensible, making no concerted attempt to understand it 

a natural understanding of it. I’ve meant the text of my translation to be 
12 and hope 

that my readers will not be deterred by the idea that it is a classic but will 
read it in the same frame of mind as they would an ordinary novel.13

INCEPTION

Tanizaki tells us that he got the idea of translating Genji

泉鏡花 (1873–1939), the novelist and playwright.

. Translated from the text in TJZ 21, pp. 323–328. For ease of reference, section numbers have 
been added by the translator.
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Correspondence between the two enables us to date Shimanaka’s proposal to late 
The Tale of Genji 

into English.14 Shimanaka immediately ordered a copy of Waley’s Genji sent to 
Tanizaki,15 which, “for its considerable virtues as a literary translation” Tanizaki 
found “a source of inspiration.” But it was not until September 1935, Tanizaki 
recalls, that he began work in earnest. He hesitated, he confesses, because he was 
“such an exceptionally slow writer” and Genji was “such an enormous work.” If not, 

We know from another source, however, that Tanizaki also had a more personal 
motive for agreeing to produce a modern-language version of Genji. In January 
1935, the year he began work on the translation, Tanizaki married Morita Matsuko 
森田松子 (1903–91); it was his third marriage and her second. Three years earlier, 
in December 1932, Tanizaki and his second wife, Furukawa Tomiko 古川丁未子, 
had separated just as Tanizaki’s romantic relationship with Matsuko, then still mar-

根津清太郎, was developing. In the spring of 1934, Matsuko 
and Nezu were divorced, Matsuko returned to her maiden name of Morita, and she 
and Tanizaki began living together. In October of the same year, Tanizaki and To-
miko concluded their own divorce proceedings. 

Genji 
later that year, in September, he was forty-nine years old.

In later years, Matsuko liked to think that she and not Shimanaka was the driv-
ing force behind the translation:

I told him that I wished I could read The Tale of Genji—as a polite ac-

academic; I haven’t found a one that’s easy enough to understand. And 
the famous “Yosano Genji” is only a digest version. If only there were a 
complete modern translation that my younger sisters could enjoy reading 
when they get married, a beautiful edition just like the ones young ladies 
in the past used to have in their trousseaux!—it was my telling him this 
that got him started.16

The “famous Yosano Genji . . . digest version” to which Matsuko refers is Yosa-
Genji, 

Shin’yaku Genji monogatari (1912–13).17 As Akiko herself acknowledges in her 
afterword to the translation, she had indeed made cuts along the way:

14. See Tanizaki’s letters to Shimanaka dated 16 January, 24 January, 4 February, 12 February, 16 Febru-
ary, and 27 February 1934, in Minakami and Chiba 2008, pp. 105–109, 345–346, 351–352.

-
nakami and Chiba 2008, pp. 346–351.

16. Personal communication from Tanizaki Matsuko to Ibuki Kazuko, cited in Ibuki 2003, p. 180. For 
Matsuko’s own account of her relationship with Genji, see Tanizaki 1998, pp. 337–340.

17. The Shin’yaku was favorably reviewed in contemporary newspapers and literary journals; reprinted 
many times in a variety of formats, it remained in print until Akiko’s second translation began to 
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I eliminated those details which being far removed from modern life we 
can neither identify nor sympathize with, and thus only resent for their 
needless nicety. My principal aim has been to bring forth as directly as 
possible the spirit of the original through the instrument of the modern 
language. I have endeavored to be both scrupulous and bold. I did not 
always adhere to the expressions of the original author; I did not always 
translate literally. Having made the spirit of the original my own, I then 
ventured a free translation.18

Drastically reducing the length of the tale and translating freely, Akiko in effect 
rewrote Genji in the language of the modern novel, producing a translation that bore 
her own distinctive personality.19 Her translation could be read from cover to cover, 
though not quite in a single go; and readers found it irresistibly appealing. Tanizaki 
Matsuko recalls her experience of reading Akiko’s translation in the mid-Taisho 
period: “By day and by night, waking and in dreams, I was completely possessed 
by Genji / Genji.”20

By the time Matsuko told her new husband of her desire for a Genji suitable for 
her and her sisters to read, more than twenty years had passed since the publication 
of Akiko’s Shin’yaku. The number of girls’ higher schools, both public and private, 
and their enrollments had increased dramatically since the latter years of the Meiji 
period, and reading was one of the principal ways graduates of girls’ higher schools 
sought to achieve “self-cultivation” (  修養) as they prepared for married life.21 
Matsuko’s desire to provide her sisters with a complete Genji as a wedding gift 

-
edge of Genji “as a polite accomplishment,” to borrow Matsuko’s phrase, had long 
been de rigueur for Japanese women, and especially, though not exclusively, upper-
class women. From the famous “Hatsune accoutrements” of the early Edo period on, 
items decorated with motifs drawn from The Tale of Genji had been fashioned for 
the trousseaux of daimyo daughters.22 Even in the Taisho and early Showa periods, 
Genji scent motifs23 continued to be used in kimono and obi patterns.

appear in October 1938. After a sixty-year hiatus, the Shin’yaku has been reprinted twice in recent 
years: see Yosano 2001, Yosano 2002.

18. Yosano 1913, pp. 2–3. For a complete English translation, see Rowley 2000, pp. 186–188. The extent 
of Akiko’s cuts is tabulated in Seki 2003, pp. 306–307.

20. Tanizaki 1998, p. 337.
21. Sato 2003, pp. 134–135.
22. “Hatsune accoutrements” are the  初音の調度, a set of forty-some gold-lacquered 

items (censer, go board, inkstone box, mirror-stand, picture-stand, shelves, etc.) decorated with mo-
Genji, made for the trousseau of Chiyo (1637–98), 

daughter of third Tokugawa shogun Iemitsu (1604–51; r. 1623–51), when in 1639 she was bethrothed 
to Mitsutomo (1625–1700), heir to the Owari Tokugawa house. See photographs 95–97 and 102–104 
in Yoshioka 1983, pp. 78–80, 85–86.

23. The so-called Genji scent (  源氏香) motifs depict combinations of fragrances, one each for 

scent.
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launch of Tanizaki’s translation certainly suggests that the publishing company en-
visaged a largely female readership of just the sort described by Matsuko. Designed 
by the artist Kaburaki Kiyokata 鏑木清方 (1878–1972), it depicts a beautiful young 
woman, clad in kimono but seated on a Western-style sofa, intently reading a volume 
of the Tanizaki Genji.24

The Tale of Genji
demonstrates how unerring Shimanaka’s acumen as publisher and marketer was in 

PROCESS: FIRST TRANSLATION

Tanizaki began work on his modern-language translation of Genji a little more than 
two years after Akiko, in the autumn of 1932, embarked upon her second version. 
In “On Translating The Tale of Genji into Modern Japanese,” Tanizaki records that 
in the spring of 1935, he went to visit Yamada Yoshio, one of the country’s most es-
teemed scholars of Japanese language and literature, to ask him to be his  
校閲者, or supervisor.25 In November 1935, Tanizaki and family moved to Tantaka-
bayashi 反高林 in the village of Sumiyoshi 住吉村, Muko-gun 武庫郡
Prefecture; their life there would later be depicted in his long novel  

 who is endlessly disap-
pearing off into his study, is surely a portrait of Tanizaki himself, hard at work on 
his translation of Genji.

By September 1938, only six months later than projected in his article “On 
Translating The Tale of Genji into Modern Japanese,” 
draft of his translation. The feat was reported in the , not on 
the literary pages but as breaking news, along with the latest air raid in China and 
a forced love suicide in Tokyo.26 The placement of the article is itself a measure 
of the acclaim his accomplishment generated. Not long thereafter, on 23 January 

Genji” 
was everywhere.

The completion of the manuscript also resulted in an invitation to address the 
Kyoto University Department of Japanese Literature. Tanizaki declined to give a 
lecture but said he would be happy to participate in a group discussion of his trans-
lation. Tamagami Takuya (1915–96), then a second-year graduate student, was told 
it would be his task, as a scholar of Genji, to ask a question of Tanizaki. Tamagami 
asked: “Having completed your translation, how great a work do you consider The 
Tale of Genji

24. “Tanizaki-bon Genji monogatari Genji). Color 

p. 7.
25. Tanizaki 1938, p. 325.
26.  11 September 1938, p. 11.
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own Genji, but then realized his error. “Oh, the original you mean? I don’t think it’s 
such a great masterpiece.”27

On 1 September 1964, the day Tanizaki’s third version of Genji went on sale, 

translation was launched:

about materials and printing. . . . In September 1941, when the last of the 
twenty-six volumes was published, Tanizaki Sensei came up to Tokyo 
from Ashiya and thanked us employees for our help; the company history 
records that he invited us all to the Kabuki theater.28

-
sano Akiko’s second translation was published in October 1938, the completion 
of Tanizaki’s draft translation was given such great play in the newspapers? And 

coming out? There is no evidence that the publication of Akiko’s second translation 

金尾種次郎 (1879–1947) could not afford to 
advertise extensively, and the was assumed by some to be merely a 
reprint of her earlier translation.29

There are of course several reasons why the publication of Tanizaki’s transla-
 作

家) had translated The Tale of Genji into the modern language; and Tanizaki was no 
ordinary writer: he was a major novelist, the author of a succession of sensational 

up to expectations. In the fourth section of “On Translating The Tale of Genji into 
Modern Japanese,” Tanizaki records that he aimed to produce “a literary translation 
. . . a translation from which one derives the same fascination that an ancient reader 
would derive from reading the original.”30 And apparently he felt he had achieved 
this aim. In the preface to his second version of the translation, 
Genji monogatari, he writes:

Even now, as I reread my translation, I feel hardly any sense of 
dissatisfaction. . . . Since it is, after all, a literary translation, meant to 
convey the sensuality, the fragrance, the elegance, the implications of 

have chosen.31

27. “Sore hodo no kessaku to omoimasen ga ne,” Tamagami 1986a, p. 117.
28. Ibuki 2003, pp. 184–185.
29. Yuasa 1974, p. 6.
30. Tanizaki 1938, p. 326.
31. Tanizaki 1951, pp. 253–254.
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of the production. The overall “look” of the set was the responsibility of promi-
長野草風 (1885–1949), who also provided the 

background illustrations, printed in pale orange and different for each chapter. The 
individual volumes were bound in Japanese-style covers made of deep green pa-
per patterned in traditional motifs, with calligraphy on the covers, title-pages, and 

尾上柴舟 (1876–1957). Large print, 
averaging twelve lines to a page, made the text exceptionally easy to read. No ex-
pense was spared. At about 160 pages in length, the volumes were light to hold, and 
each installment contained two volumes in their own box. Simply as an objet d’art, 
Tanizaki’s translation was epoch-making. Nor should we overlook the fact that, de-
spite this extravagance, the list price of each installment was held down to 1 yen. 
As a marketing tactic, this was unbeatable. At the same time, a special collector’s 
edition, packaged in paulownia-wood boxes and limited to a thousand sets, was 
produced—precisely the “beautiful edition just like the ones young ladies in the past 
used to have in their trousseaux” that Matsuko had wished for.

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the appearance of Akiko’s second transla-

 appeared, 
Akiko herself disappeared from the scene when she had a stroke that left her an 
invalid for the last two years of her life. She died in May 1942, at the age of sixty-
three.

Genji was heavily expur-
gated.32 Sections relating Genji’s illicit liaison with Fujitsubo, the accession of their 
child Reizei to the throne, and, in the “Fuji no Uraba” chapter, the elevation of 

excised in their entirety, without even the usual ellipsis points (  伏せ字) to 
indicate the deletions. By contrast, Akiko’s , the publication of which 
in 1938–39 overlapped with the publication of Tanizaki’s translation in 1939–41, 

 (emperor) were deleted and replaced with ellipsis points: “Dono ... ... [sic] 
” (In which . . . reign was it).33 How can this disparity be 

explained? 
Nishino Atsushi has shown in a painstaking and subtle examination of the 

Tanizaki-Yamada relationship that the translation was not censored by the military, 
nor did Tanizaki merely acquiesce to conditions laid down by his collaborator. Nishino 
demonstrates that in fact Tanizaki had agreed with his publishers at the outset to omit 
any and all passages that might cause the translation to be accused of sedition.34 In his 
preface to the translation, Tanizaki admitted that he had made cuts to the tale:

32. See, for example, Rubin 1984, pp. 258–260; and Kobayashi 1997. The extent and exact location of 
the cuts is detailed in Kobayashi 1997, note 36, pp. 225–226.

33. Yosano 1938–39, vol. 1, p. 3.

34. Nishino 2007. See also the discussion in Minakami and Chiba 2008, pp. 367–369.
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To tell the truth, the plot of the original work contains elements that, 
transplanted unaltered into the contemporary world, might be considered 
improper. I have thus excised precisely those passages in their entirety. (In 
actual fact, these constitute but minor elements of the plot, and, as Profes-
sor Yamada has pointed out, do not form the basis of the story; indeed, 
eradicating them completely has almost no effect on the development of 
the tale as a whole. In terms of volume, they amount to less than 5 percent 
of the three-thousand-and-several-hundred-page manuscript).35

Any reader of Genji will recognize immediately that this argument is absurd and 
completely unsustainable. “What baldfaced lies!” Tamagami Takuya thought to 
himself when he read this. “I’d bought the book, but I no longer had any desire to 
read it.”36 -
versity where Yamada Yoshio had worked—courageously pointed out in a review 
that Tanizaki had “cut out the spinal cord of this classic of world literature,” and 
had done so without even indicating where cuts had been made; that no matter how 
neatly the “surgery” had been tidied up, this was “a great atrocity” that raised the 
question—delicately phrased, of course—“to what extent [Tanizaki] had exercised 
sound judgment (  用意) as an artist.”37

In the preface to his second translation, published after the Second World War, 
Tanizaki explained away these cuts in the following manner:

This was time when the bigotry of militaristic minds was rampant in 
every corner of life . . . , and so I did it in order to avoid the censure of 
those ignorant soldiers.38

Tanizaki steadfastly refrained from blaming Yamada for forcing the cuts, reserving 
his contempt for the military authorities. As Tanizaki states in section three of “On 
Translating The Tale of Genji into Modern Japanese,” it was he himself who had 

-
ingly, all of my errors.”39 Yamada agreed to help, and his assistance is prominently 
acknowledged on the title page of each volume, where his name appears before the 
translator’s. Both publisher and translator realized that the deployment of an ultra-

-
proval from the wartime reading public.40

35. Tanizaki 1939, p. 167.
36. Tamagami 1986a, p. 120.
37. Okazaki Yoshie, “Tanizaki Genji ron (4),” , 26 May 1939, p. 7. A revised and 

expanded version of Okazaki’s four-part review is found in Okazaki 1960, pp. 451–471.
38. Tanizaki 1951, p. 253.
39. Tanizaki 1938, p. 325.
40. See the letters from Tanizaki to Yamada quoted in Ibuki 2005 and the detailed account in Nishino 

嶋中鵬二

told Rowley that during the war the Shimanaka family “received postcards daily” demanding that the 
company cease publication of the Tanizaki Genji (conversation 7 April 1995).
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Despite these ulterior motives, Tanizaki appears to have been sincerely grateful 
for Yamada’s advice: in “On Translating The Tale of Genji into Modern Japanese,” 

admits his indebtedness to Yamada’s “many valuable suggestions and corrections” 
and expresses his gratitude for the professor’s unstinting encouragement and en-
thusiastic participation in the translation project.41 In 1959, the year after Yamada’s 
death, Tanizaki wrote a short essay entitled “Back Then (Mourning the Death of 
Yamada Yoshio).” In it, he claims that the professor had only agreed to assist him on 
the condition that the “improper” sections be cut. Even here, however, Tanizaki is 
careful to avoid criticizing his collaborator, remarking:

It was an era when the military was all-powerful, and therefore, even if 
, I had already resigned my-

self to making the cuts.42

PROCESS: SECOND TRANSLATION

After the end of the war, in October 1949, Tanizaki published his translation of the 
omitted portions of the “Sakaki” chapter, under the title “Fujitsubo,” in a special is-
sue of 43 His revised translation of the entire novel, rewritten in the  
style, rather than the 
in twelve volumes between May 1951 and December 1954. As before, his collabora-
tor was Yamada Yoshio. And as before, Yamada’s assistance is acknowledged on the 
title page of each volume, where his name appears before the translator’s.

This time, however, Tanizaki had the help of several other scholars as well. 
In his preface to the Shin’yaku, he notes that he consulted Shinmura Izuru 新村出 
(1876–1967), who had by then retired from Kyoto University and was fully occu-
pied editing the 
but Tanizaki had demurred. He remembered Tamagami from their meeting ten years 
earlier, and felt that he would now be too senior to do some of the more prosaic tasks 
that would be asked of him. And so Shinmura introduced him to Omodaka Hisataka 
澤潟久孝 (1890–1968), who in turn assigned Enoki Katsuaki (1920–98) to assist 
Tanizaki with the new translation. Beginning in September 1948, Enoki called at 

then, in May 1949, asked him to identify all passages that he had excised from his 
44

Suddenly, in June, Tanizaki asked Enoki to accompany him on a trip to Ise, 
where Yamada Yoshio was living in humble circumstances. Since the end of the 

41. Tanizaki 1938, p. 326, Tanizaki 1939, p. 166, Tanizaki 1951, p. 256.
42. Tanizaki 1959b, p. 357; emphasis added. For reasons that are still unclear, this piece remained unpub-

lished until after Tanizaki’s death. See Nishino 2007, pp. 133–134.
43. Tanizaki 1949.
44. Tamagami 1986a, p. 119; Enoki 1968, pp. 6–7.
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war, Yamada had been barred from holding any teaching post or government posi-
tion; but Tanizaki was no fair-weather friend. After they arrived, Tanizaki changed 
into formal Japanese garb, haori and hakama, presented himself at Yamada’s home, 
and asked if he would be so kind as to “point out any errors I may have made in my 
previous translation.” “There are no errors,” Yamada snapped back. “I supervised 
that project.” Yet despite his arrogance, he did agree to assist Tanizaki again.45 “The 
New Tanizaki Genji

In May 1950, however, Enoki was forced on account of illness to resign as Ta-
nizaki’s assistant. Tamagami then arranged for Miyaji Yutaka 宮地裕
the gap, and as a result became involved in the project himself in a supervisory role. 
This change of personnel also marked a fresh start of sorts, for at about this time 
Tanizaki decided that the revisions should be far more thoroughgoing than he had 
originally envisioned. Tamagami recalls that he divided the work between himself, 
Miyaji, graduate students, and other staff of the Department of Japanese Language 
and Literature. It was decided that emendations would be written directly onto the 
pages of the old translation. (Generous margins and widely spaced text made this 
task easier.) As each volume of the translation was completed, it was returned to 

-
rated in yet another copy of the old translation and forwarded to Tanizaki.46

The revised translation, then, was not written out anew by the translator on 
fresh squared manuscript paper. Rather, Tanizaki’s task was to collate the sugges-
tions made by others. This he did by emending his own copy of the old translation 

retyped in four copies: one for Yamada, one for Tanizaki, one for Tamagami, and 
one to be kept in the company. Again, both Yamada and the Kyoto group would note 
any further suggestions and return the typescript to the publishers. By this time, one 
might imagine that there would have been little to change; but as Tamagami points 
out, Yamada was always severely critical of any suggestions made by the Kyoto 
scholars.47 A fresh copy was made, therefore, incorporating all suggestions on a 

48 
At this stage in the process, upon completing each volume of the new translation, 
Tanizaki would reward his Kyoto collaborators by inviting them to his home for a 
lavish dinner, at which all manner of exotic dishes were served to the scholars by 
Tanizaki’s wife Matsuko and her younger sister Shigeko 重子.49

滝沢博夫
to expedite the process, this was the most demanding stage in the production of 
each volume. In the early stages, the various versions could be sent back and forth 
by mail; but as the printer’s deadline approached, time grew too short to trust to the 
mails. Takizawa would then board the 8:45 a.m. express for Sendai, where Yamada 

45. Tamagami 1986a, p. 120; Enoki 1968, p. 8.
46. Tamagami 1986b, p. 27.
47. Tamagami 1986a, p. 120.
48. Tanizaki 1951, pp. 255–256; Tamagami 1986b, p. 27.
49. Tamagami 1986b, p. 2.
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Yoshio had retired, and at the end of the seven-hour trip hurry to the professor’s 
home to deliver the typescript by hand. He would spend the night in Sendai, return 
to Yamada’s home at midday the following day to pick up the corrected text, and 
board the 1:36 p.m. train for Ueno. From there he would transit to Tokyo Station and 
board the night train for Kyoto, where he would deliver his parcel to Tanizaki. He 
repeated this trip with every succeeding volume through “Yume no ukihashi.”50

this project. Fortunately, as Tamagami points out, copies of the old translation were 
piled high in Kyoto bookshops.51 Complete sets were selling for only 10 yen; there 
were plenty of spare volumes to pass around to all concerned. Much of this glut of 

-

The contrast with Yosano Akiko’s way of working could not be more marked. 
When in 1932 she at last had time to begin work on the new translation of Genji she 
had long felt it her “responsibility” to prepare,52 she worked alone. The death of her 
husband, Yosano Hiroshi 与謝野寛 (1873–1935), was a huge setback, but in the au-
tumn of 1937 she went back to work on the translation. One of her disciples, Yuasa 
Mitsuo (1903–89), describes visiting her after she resumed work:

After two or three words of greeting, Sensei quickly took up the Nihon 
edition of Genji and her pen raced across the paper. Saying 

-
53

Akiko took in the original with a glance to the left, and with barely a pause, recast 
what she had read as modern Japanese with her right hand. No pauses to ponder 
what the correct word might be, or how the words might best be ordered. No diction-
aries or commentaries, apparently, and certainly no collaborator, no team of Kyoto 
University scholars and students.

Publication of the Shin’yaku fell behind schedule when Tanizaki suffered a 
stroke in April 1952 while on a trip to Tokyo. He lost the use of his right hand, and 
his eyesight, too, was impaired. Thenceforward he needed help entering revisions 

Language and Literature at Kyoto University since 1950, and had herself worked 
on revisions to the Tanizaki Genji
17 May 1953 at his home in the Shimokamo district of Kyoto, he was sixty-seven 
and she was twenty-four. She was the only child of a well-known but deceased 

50. Tamagami 1986b, p. 24.
51. Tamagami 1986a, p. 124.
52. Yosano 1939, p. 2. For a complete translation of Akiko’s preface to her second translation of Genji, 

see Rowley 2000, pp. 188–192.
53. Yuasa 1974, p. 5.
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educated to read and take dictation following the rules of classical kana orthogra-
phy (  旧仮名遣い
having been born and brought up in the old capital, she was a speaker of unadulter-
ated Kyoto women’s Japanese. Ibuki began work on 25 May, when Tanizaki was 
revising the “Kashiwagi” chapter. Her salary of 6,000 yen per month was paid by 

Shin’yaku too was a lavish production. The 
bindings and paper were designed by the Nihonga artist Maeda Seison 前田青邨 
(1885–1977), who also did the title-page calligraphy for each volume. The com-
memorative poster advertising the launch of the new translation suggests that the 
Shin’yaku
Shinsui 伊東深水 (1898–1972), who was a student of Kaburaki Kiyokata, designer 
of the 1939 poster, his picture likewise shows a beautiful kimono-clad young woman 
reading the Tanizaki Genji. This time, however, she is seated at a table rather than on 
a sofa, and her 1950s permanent wave is held back from her face with a barrette.54

According to , more than 60,000 orders for complete sets had been 
received before publication began;55

doubled to more than 120,000 sets, and a “Genji boom” ensued. The translation was 
broadcast to the entire nation by Nippon Cultural Broadcasting Company, read by 
actress Yamamoto Yasue 山本安英 (1902–93) to the accompaniment of koto music 
by Miyagi Michio 宮城道雄 (1894–1956). It was also adapted for the Kabuki stage, 

56

Over the next ten years, the Shin’yaku was regularly reprinted in a variety of 
-

teen prominent artists were each commissioned to produce four illustrations to the 
Shin’yaku. In October 1955, these were published with the translation in a limited 

Matsuko’s “beautiful edition just like the ones young ladies in the past used to have 
in their trousseaux” lived on into the postwar period. In January 1956, the illustra-
tions were published separately as 画譜 (Tanizaki Genji picture 
album), priced at 5,000 yen per set. A six-volume edition of the translation was 
published in 1956; and an eight-volume edition, in the same format and selling for 
the same price as individual volumes of his 1958–59 , followed in 
1959. The word “Shin’yaku” was removed from the title of this edition; as Tanizaki 
noted in his preface, there was no longer any need to specify that this was a “new” 

54. “  Shin’yaku Genji monogatari.” Color on silk (51.6 x 58 cm), 1951. See the reproduction 

55. Ibuki 2003, p. 186.
吉村公三郎 新

藤兼人  acting as technical consultant (  監修 -
gawa Kazuo 長谷川一夫 as Hikaru Genji, Kogure Michiyo 木暮実千代 as Fujitsubo, and Otowa 
Nobuko 乙羽信子

杉山公平  See Boscaro 2000, pp. 68–69, and http://www.
festival-cannes.fr/archives/, accessed 18 November 2004.
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version.57 At this stage Tanizaki had no intention of producing another translation 
of Genji.

PROCESS: THIRD TRANSLATION

Nonetheless, in what was to be the last year of Tanizaki’s life, it was decided to put 
out yet another “Tanizaki Genji.” Whether the idea was Tanizaki’s or originated 
with his publisher is unclear, even to Ibuki, who was by that time living in Tokyo 

to the , Tanizaki states that the desire to attract younger readers was 
behind his decision to permit the publication of a third version of the translation:

A selection of my writings, redone in modern kana orthography, has al-
ready appeared as one volume of the Nihon no bungaku series, and a sec-
ond volume will shortly appear. So long as the Tanizaki Genji remained 
available only in its old state, however, thus alienating the younger gen-
eration of readers, I, as the translator, felt left out. For myself, in my heart 
of hearts, I would like as many people as possible to read the Tanizaki 
Genji. If not, what a waste of all that work.58

kanji and pronunciation-based kana or-

of respect language (keigo 敬語). In accordance with Tanizaki’s wishes, no major 
revisions were made to the translation itself. Tokyo University professor of Heian-

kanji and keigo. These 

Tanizaki for his approval.59

Like earlier versions of the Tanizaki Genji, this third translation has appeared 
in a variety of different editions over the years. In the autumn of 1970, when the 
eight-volume “deluxe popular edition” (  豪華普及版) went on sale, 
“ ” 
yaku Genji monogatari, the translation now forms part of the standard edition of 
Tanizaki’s 
edition and a single-volume large-format paperback. Sales of all three versions of 
the Tanizaki Genji generated enormous income for both publishing company and 
translator, and the successful marketing of the translations to a mass readership has 
recently become the subject of intense interest.60

57. Tanizaki 1959a, p. 349.
58. Tanizaki 1964, pp. 401–402.
59. Ibuki 2001a, vol. 2, pp. 267–268; Ibuki 2003, p. 187.
60. On this subject, see Iwasaki 2007 and Tateishi 2008.
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AFTERTHOUGHTS

This account of the process by which Tanizaki’s three translations of Genji were pro-
duced inevitably prompts afterthoughts and reappraisals. We have noted the strik-
ing contrasts that emerge between “the Tanizaki Genji” and “the Yosano Genji,” so 
often spoken of as if they were comparable in most ways other than their translators’ 
individual styles, whereas in fact the former was the product of a well-funded cor-
porate project involving large numbers of experts and assistants over long periods 
of time, and the latter a solitary labor of love involving just the writer herself. Here 
we need only add that the qualitative differences such a contrast yields go far deeper 
than style—differences that Enchi Fumiko (1905–86), novelist and fellow translator 
of Genji, sums up eloquently when she describes the Tanizaki Genji as an “extreme-
ly well-mannered translation,” and then adds that “Mrs. Yosano’s is much more the 
blood kin” of Murasaki’s original, “sometimes straying far from it, sometimes doing 
it violence, but penetrating far more deeply into the interior of Genji.”61

Nor do such afterthoughts emerge only in a comparative context. What, for 
example, are we now to make of Tanizaki’s great “reverence” (  敬重) for 
Genji “as a major classic of the highest order” that inspired in him such “zeal that he 
completed three modern-language translations with never a complaint of the rigors 
involved”62—translations the very existence of which underwrite “the fundamental 
importance of The Tale of Genji to the man and his art”?63 And what of the view 
that “for Tanizaki the novelist, his relationship with The Tale of Genji far transcends 

through The Tale of Genji was Tanizaki able to give concrete shape to his own inner 
self in a world of words”?64

Our purpose in pointing to these views is not to pillory those who propound 
them. It is only natural to suppose that a novelist who undertakes to translate a work 
of the magnitude of Genji, written in the language of a millennium past, should have 
a major emotional investment in that work, and that those emotions should be a ma-

-
ment with the Genji do not offer much support for these assumptions. When we 

dear that (like Enchi Fumiko) he kept a copy perpetually at his bedside, but one who 
undertook the project at the behest of the president of a publishing company. Nor 

or her command of the language of Genji,65 but one who insisted upon the help of a 
specialist as a condition of his acceptance of the proposal, and who, as the project 
progressed, left more and more of the work to specialists while he himself lapsed 

61. Enchi 1974, p. 253.
62. Hata 1976, p. 46.
63. Hata 1976, p. 37.
64. Ikeda 2001, p. 48.
65. Yosano 1913, p. 2.
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into the role of a supervising editor. As for the importance of Genji to Tanizaki’s 
own work, he expressed displeasure at critics who thought they could detect the 

Genji in his long novel 66 And his “reverence” for Genji, 
as we have seen, was not so overwhelming that it gave him second thoughts about 
slashing the “spinal cord” of the plot.

In pointing out these discrepancies between received opinion and actual evi-
dence, it must be emphasized that none of them is in any way the result of false 
pretensions on Tanizaki’s part. His sense of “inadequacy” ( )67 to 
a task of this magnitude, as well as the help given him by others more learned, 
are openly and graciously acknowledged. His assessment of Genji as “not all that 
great,” and his disappointment that critics should think his  heavily un-

Genji, come unbidden from his own lips. “People seem to think 
I’m just mad about Genji,” Tanizaki grumbles in the preface to his third translation, 
“but in fact I don’t spend all that much time thinking about Genji. There have been 
long periods in my life when I’ve quite forgotten about Genji.”68

therefore, that our suggestions for reappraisal should be followed by Tanizaki’s own 
afterthoughts on translating The Tale of Genji. These were dictated to a secretary 
in the summer of 1965 and published in  in September, a little over a 
month after Tanizaki’s death on 30 July 1965.69 “Nikumareguchi” (Some Malicious 
Remarks), he calls them. These last words of his long career leave us with a clearly 
stated, authentic standard by which to judge both the assertions of some of his more 
wishful critics and the tentative conclusions drawn in this essay.

SOME MALICIOUS REMARKS

Translated by Thomas Harper

Howard Hibbett, who translated my novel The Key, teaches Japanese lit-
erature at Harvard University. He and his wife arrived on a visit to Japan 
in the autumn of last year and will remain, I am told, through the present 
year. The English of The Key

him. Our conversation chanced to turn to The Tale of Genji; whereupon 
Hibbett told me that American students, for the most part, are fonder of 
the Lady Murasaki than of the Shining Genji, who is not much liked.70 
This may be because his is a country that reveres women, and thus many 

66. Ibuki 2003, p. 194.
67. Tamagami 1988, p. 7.
68. Tanizaki 1964, p. 401.
69. Ibuki 2001a, vol. 2, p. 307.
70. In a discussion ( ) with Tanizaki, Hibbett notes that these opinions emerged from a question-

naire he asked his American students to complete. In response, Tanizaki agrees, and remarks that he 
intends to write an essay setting forth his criticisms of Hikaru Genji in the near future. “Nikumaregu-
chi” would appear to be that essay. See Tanizaki and Hibbett 1964, pp. 4–5.
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people automatically take the side of a woman; but what of we Japanese 
readers of Genji? In the present day at least, even if one distinguishes 

much same as those of American readers.
Genji

think Mrs. Yosano’s modern language translation had appeared at that 
time; but I read it [Genji] nonetheless, understanding very little, to be 
sure, with the help of the annotations in the 
needless to say, I hadn’t the perseverance to read on to the end. I tried 
several times to read it through, and every time gave up somewhere 
along the way. As I recall, it was when I was at the First Higher School 

reading, however, I’ve been struck by that passage toward the end of 
“Hahakigi” where Genji sneaks into Utsusemi’s bedroom. The ability to 
depict so risqué a scene so erotically and yet so tastefully seemed to me 
such a tremendous talent. But in that scene, where Genji is trying to se-

This is so terribly sudden that you may well take 
it for a thoughtless whim; but I want you to know 
that you have been in my thoughts continuously for 
years. The fact that at long last I have seized this op-
portunity, I beg you to understand, shows how far 
from shallow the bond between us is. 

(This and all subsequent quotations
from my )

[“Hahakigi” 1: 175]71

business, and she has come home on her own to the house in Kyoto. 
Whereupon Genji happens to arrive, asking to be put up for the night 
on account of a directional taboo. Such is the situation of these events. 
Genji could not previously have known the woman Utsusemi. He might 
possibly have heard her name, but the fact that she had left her husband 
in the country and come alone to Kyoto, and the fact that she was sleep-
ing in this house, he could only have learnt after he arrived there. He 
himself reckons “there is nothing exceptional about her; but, pleasingly 
done-out woman that she is, she must surely count as a member of that 
‘middle rank’” [“Hahakigi” 1: 181]. From this it would seem she was no 
great beauty; yet she is depicted, not surprisingly perhaps, as a strangely 

71. Since, as Tanizaki notes, he quotes not from the original text but his own translation of Genji, I here 
translate Tanizaki’s translation, as provided by him in “Nikumareguchi,” rather than the corresponding 
text in the original. This is done in the hope that it will better capture the interpretation of Genji on 
which Tanizaki bases the opinions he expresses in the essay. For the convenience of those who wish 

Genji are given 
following each quotation (Abe, Akiyama, and Imai 1970–76).
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alluring woman. Genji, at that point, is sixteen or seventeen years old. 
No matter how exalted his station, it is nonetheless an outrage for him to 
force his way into the bedroom of a married woman and take her for his 
own. So what are we to make of it when he says, “This is terribly sudden 
. . . but I want you to know that you have been in my thoughts continu-
ously for years, which is why I’ve seized this opportunity. Please don’t, 
by any means, think the bond between us shallow.” His words are mere 
clichés used to seduce women; but coming from a youth of noble breed-
ing, who presumably is no jaded cynic, they hardly make a favorable 
impression. It may be that young men of that era matured sooner than 

an instant’s hesitation, somehow leave one feeling that this young man is 
more worldly-wise than becomes his years. Nor is Utsusemi the only one. 
Even to Nokiba no Ogi, whom he mistakes for Utsusemi and ends up in 
a strange relationship with, he sends Kogimi bearing a note saying, “Do 
you know that I yearn for you so much I could die?” He attaches his “Had 

poem to a tall reed,72 telling the boy to “deliver it with caution.” But even 
if the boy should blunder, he tells himself, and the woman’s husband 

-
tion being what it is, nothing much should come of it. He just dismisses 
the matter in a manner the author describes as “unspeakably vain.” She is 

Amorous escapades of this sort are something that anyone might 
get up to in his younger years, and are almost inevitable in the case of a 
young nobleman like Genji, so if it amounted to nothing more than that, 
we ought not, perhaps, take him to task too severely. But in Genji’s case, 
at this point in his life, there is another very dear person to whom his af-
fections ought to have been devoted. In this same chapter, “Hahakigi,” 
there is a passage in which Genji overhears the women in the next room 
gossiping about him, and “he, whose thoughts were occupied solely by 
her for whom he so longed, was shocked that on such an occasion as 
this he himself might chance to hear someone spreading rumors of her” 
[“Hahakigi” 1: 171]. When the relationship between Fujitsubo and Genji 
begins is unclear, but this mention of a person “he so longed for” must 
refer to Fujitsubo. How it is that while “his thoughts are occupied solely” 

forgive him when he grabs hold of a married woman he encounters by 
mere chance and tells her, “You have been in my thoughts continuously 
for years,” or glibly proclaims, “I yearn for you so much I could die.” 
Historical differences notwithstanding, how can someone, while in love 
with a woman of such substance as Fujitsubo, take it into his head to say, 

72.  “Had I never 

a dewdrop of complaint?”
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with total nonchalance, to a woman who has caught his fancy on nothing 
more than a passing whim, that he has been thinking of her for years, or 
that he yearns for her so much he could die? Even assuming that he says 
such things only in jest, it is still a terrible insult to Fujitsubo. The author 
of The Tale of Genji
Genji, and means to portray him as paragon of manhood; but for my own 
part, I just can’t stomach the man’s appalling smoothness.

Genji, by nature, seems not to have been well matched with his prin-
cipal wife, Aoi no Ue. As he himself admits, quite frankly, “To my great 
discomfort, she is so decorous she somehow puts me to shame” [“Ha-
hakigi” 1: 167]. In Aoi no Ue’s entourage, however, there are some “ex-

and Nakatsukasa, with whom Genji banters quite casually [“Hahakigi” 
1: 171]. Nor do they only banter. He has them massage his legs and his 
hips, and occasionally they go a bit further, which apparently delights the 
young ladies.

have developed into a bond no less profound than that with Aoi no Ue. 

and pulled the curtain stand aside so that her ladyship 

her head and looked out at the garden. The sight of 
him lingering there, as if loath to pass by the beauty 

simply was not to be matched. Then, as he proceeded 

wore an aster-colored robe, well suited to the season, 
and the movement of her hips, about which she had 
neatly tied her sheer silk train, was gracefully entic-
ing. Genji glanced back, drew her aside, and sat her 
down for a moment by the base of the rail outside 
the corner room. The great care with which she had 
done herself out, the drape of her hair—he was awed 
by the sight:

-

what a shame to pass by without plucking this 
morning face.

“So what shall we do?” he said, taking her hand in 
his. She was an experienced woman, and replied im-
mediately, without missing a beat,
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From the sight of you not waiting even for morning 
mists to clear,

it would appear your thoughts linger not upon your 

—purposely speaking with reference to her mistress.

service of Aoi no Ue. Genji says, “What a shame to pass by without 
plucking this morning face,” draws her aside, and sits her down by the 
railing; and in the moment of hesitation that follows she realizes what 
is happening and says, “It would appear your thoughts linger not upon 

makes her escape. He carries on like this in full view of the Consort. Be 
it his lover or be it some woman he encounters merely by chance, such 
is Genji’s ingrained nature that he will banter with any woman he hap-
pens upon. If the delighted object of these attentions is someone’s gentle-
woman, then a gentlewoman; if the Consort, then the Consort.

I think the thesis propounded by the venerable Motoori73 is highly 
perspicacious—that The Tale of Genji was not written with the aim of 
“commending virtue and condemning vice”; that it is a book written prin-ing virtue and condemning vice”; that it is a book written prin- virtue and condemning vice”; that it is a book written prin-ing vice”; that it is a book written prin- vice”; that it is a book written prin-
cipally to depict the varieties of human emotion ( ); and 
thus that it is wrong to deal with it on the basis of distinctions between 
right and wrong, virtue and vice, such as those made by Confucian 
scholars; and that one must not judge the good and evil of the characters 
in the novel in a Confucianist’s frame of mind. But these men, such as 
I have just described, who spew forth this glib nonsense, are numerous 
even in the present day, and no matter by what measure one judges them, 
one can never admire them. To carry on a secret affair with the love of 
one’s own father, who happens also to be the sovereign ruler of the land, 
may be something one can sympathize with when viewed from the per-
spective of “the varieties of human emotion.” We may excuse that much, 
but to be striking up affairs with other lovers at the same time, and to 
be lavishing such honeyed lies upon these women, seems to me simply 
unforgivable. Being a feminist, I feel very strongly about this; so if the 
tables were turned in these relationships, it might not worry me so much. 
But in reading Genji

And then there is the woman Oborozukiyo, the Palace Attendant. 
This woman is the beloved of Genji’s elder half-brother, who is also the 
heir to their father’s throne; yet with her, too, Genji carries on an illicit 
affair. The scene in which their affair is discovered by her father the Min-
ister of the Right, the author describes in the following manner:

73. Motoori Norinaga (1730–1801), in his commentary  (1796).
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[The Minister of the Right] suddenly burst in and 
lifting the blind said, “How were you last night? The 
weather was so dreadful, I was worried about you, 
but somehow didn’t manage to come by and see you. 

surely?” He rambled on aimlessly, at a great rate; and 
the Commandant [Genji], even in this compromising 
situation, found himself comparing the man with the 
Minister of the Left, which he found indescribably 
amusing. Really, he thought, he might at least have 
come all the way in before he spoke. 

[“Sakaki” 2: 136–137]

Even here, Genji’s great admirer Murasaki Shikibu takes the side of Gen-
ji the philanderer and describes the father, the Minister of the Right, as 
thoughtless, and says he should at least have come all the way in before 
he spoke—malicious remarks ( ) she might better have left 
unsaid. And this incident precipitates Genji’s banishment to Suma.

Strangely enough, after he is banished to Suma, Genji composes the 
following poems:

by that realm in the clouds,
for I am as free of taint as a cloudless day in spring.

[“Suma” 2: 207]

And:

The gods in their myriads of millions must take pity 
upon me,

for naught have I done that could count as commit-
ting a crime.

[“Suma” 2: 209]

“I am as free of taint as the sunshine on a day in spring,” he says; “I 
have done nothing that could be called a crime; and thus the myriad gods 
surely must feel sorry for me.” Can he really, in his heart of hearts, be-

Akashi Novice and the Akashi Lady? If the former, he has lost all sense 
of shame; and if the latter, one feels like telling him that even hypocrisy 
can be carried too far. If he were to look back and examine his own past 
life, he could hardly utter the words, “I have committed no crime.” Nor, 
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for that matter, is Genji the only one. Even the Kiritsubo emperor, who 
is no longer of this world but who has, we presume, returned to Heaven, 
accuses his second son Genji of no sin; instead, he appears in a dream 
to his eldest son the Suzaku emperor and berates him for behaving high-
handedly toward his second son [“Akashi” 2: 241].

As regards Genji’s personal life, once one begins this sort of carping 
and probing, there is no limit to it. But in the end it does irritate me a bit 
that the author Murasaki Shikibu goes to such extremes to defend Genji 
that even the deities that appear in the tale seem timorous of Genji and 
take his side.

Well, in that case, you may well ask, don’t you like The Tale of 
Genji? And if you don’t like it, why did you translate it into the mod-
ern language? I cannot bring myself to like the man Genji who appears 
in the tale; and I cannot but harbor a certain antagonism toward Mura-
saki Shikibu for consistently taking the side of Genji. But viewed as a 

the years there have been all manner of tales, but none of them even 
approaches this one. I am in complete agreement with the venerable Mo-
toori’s encomium that “Every time I read this tale, it seems new to me; 
every time I read it, I am struck with wonder.”74

Genji is an example of bad writing; but the 
writing in Genji, it seems to me, is of the sort least likely to appeal to 

75

word is clear and distinct, and meshes in a precise pattern with no waste 
or excess, is the very antithesis of the writing in Genji.76

74. Tanizaki here translates a passage from Motoori Norinaga’s commentary Genji monogatari Tama no 
. See Motoori 1969, p. 234.

松波資之 (1830–1906), as 
The Tale of Genji as akubun

Yosano Akiko’s Shin’yaku Genji monogatari (Mori 1912, p. 5). 
“he [Matsunami] was an old gentleman who often spoke with considerable irony, and so his words 
should not be taken at face value as an attack on the style of The Tale of Genji” (Mori 1912, pp. 5–6).

. Translated from the 
text in TJZ, 21, pp. 513–520.
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What’s So Classical about Tanizaki’s Neoclassical Fiction?
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Another Key to Tanizaki’s Eroticism

TZVETANA KRISTEVA

The presence of classical Japanese literature pervades Tanizaki’s works—a suffu-
sion of content and expression, historical and cultural milieu, aesthetic sense and 
sensuality. This extensively explored and critical issue is also a highly volatile one. 
The reason is that what we recognize in Tanizaki as “classical” is suspended within 
the framework of our knowledge and understanding of classical literature. This in 
turn means that the deconstruction of that framework may reveal some submerged 
aspects of the “classical” presence and, subsequently, a deeper insight into Taniza-
ki’s works. A clearly predictable target, for instance, is Tanizaki’s highly famed 
eroticism, for it is precisely the eroticism of classical Japanese literature that is 
the neglected garden of twentieth-century criticism. In this essay, however, I shall 
not undertake a thorough search for the traces of this lost eroticism. Rather, I shall 

Kagi (The Key, 
1956), a palimpsest that bears the unmistakable imprint of the classical tradition.

The Key was published serially by the monthly , stirring up a scan-
dal as early as the publication of the second part and provoking debates in Parlia-
ment. To the modern reader such furor evokes both an ironic smile and a feeling 
of nostalgia. We may look back at Tanizaki with admiration, and wonder who or 
what might bring about such a grave social problem nowadays. Moral norms have 
changed—so much so that neither Egawa Tatsuya’s   nor 
by Kanehara Hitomi, a 2004 Akutagawa prize winner, could be considered as con-
stituting “a moral offense.” Moreover, the role of literature has diminished to such 

-

). But does this imply that we have come closer to an understanding of 
Tanizaki’s ubiquitous eroticism? 

As one of Tanizaki’s editors, Shimanaka The 
Key was awaited with great anticipation. The novel emerged after a long period of 
silence—there is a gap of about seven years between The Key and its antecedent, 

 ( , 1949), written in the style 
( , 1948). It 

was in this intervening period that Tanizaki completed the second (revised) version 
of his modern translation of  (1954). The Key, however, stunned 
the literary world—so different was it from its predecessors. Alas, as Shimanaka 
explained much later, the hostile reaction forced Tanizaki to reconsider his initial 
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plans for The Key, which was supposed to be structured as a drama in four acts, and 
to choose a shorter variant.1

Did Tanizaki betray the expectations of the reading public with The Key? Judg-
ing by its aggressive acceptance/nonacceptance, the answer is yes. But does this 
mean that by writing The Key Tanizaki also betrayed his exquisite sense of classical 

resulted in , 
whereas the second was followed by The Key. Is there no relation between the fabric 
of The Key ? What did Tanizaki wish 
to reveal about this tradition by writing The Key? 

The contemporary interpretation of eroticism in Japan seems oblique even 
today: eroticism is located within the frame of pornography. Curiously, Japanese-
English dictionaries translate  (an abbreviation of “erotic”) as “pornographic, 

. This is ironic given that Japanese culture prides itself on having a long tradi-
tion of erotic literature and art. When and how was eroticism debased? One ponders 
this question in comparing, for instance, Utamaro’s erotic portraits of “dressed” 

-
cism,” rather than the erotic tradition itself? Unfortunately, this is not the case. The 

least neglect, of the erotic aspect of premodern Japanese culture. Let me quote one 
(A Thousand Years’ Love), 

the 2004 commemoration of the thousandth anniversary of . Here 
’s eroticism: “The 

world of   is a world without love. This tale was written before 
the Japanese got to know love—love in the meaning we understand it nowadays, 
a meaning probably very close to Western ideas of love. The random relations be-
tween men and women were governed only by eroticism called . This was 
the cause of Murasaki Shikibu’s suffering.”2

Needless to say, this statement, a manifestation of bad taste and sublime lack 
of knowledge, has attracted many opposing views. Yet it is symptomatic not only of 
the general misunderstanding of  but also of how little the notion 
of eroticism is esteemed. Thus, although Tanizaki’s The Key is no longer considered 
scandalous, it is dubious whether the contemporary reading audience has moved 
closer to an understanding and appreciation of its eroticism.

The Key is usually associated with Tanizaki’s later work  (Dia-
ry of a Mad Old Man, 1962), or with  (A Portrait of Shunkin, 1933) as its 
antithesis. Yet it could be argued that the text to which The Key bears the strongest 
resemblance—both in terms of aesthetics and in its overall message—is (The 

1. Shimanaka 1997, pp. 109–113.
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connoisseur of female beauty—who sets himself the task of awakening the woman’s 
hidden nature, of kindling her passion and sensuousness, and thus enabling her to 
realize her own power and be unafraid of it. In both texts the outcome is a change of 

the man her victim. The resemblance between the two texts can be traced in such 
details as the oval line of the female leg and the alluring whiteness of the nape of 
the woman’s neck. But whereas  was warmly welcomed by critics and 
readers, The Key
difference in settings between the two stories, the identity of the characters, and the 
method by which the dormant female nature is awakened. All this creates diametri-
cally opposed conditions in the reading process.  is set in the Edo period, 
the main characters are a famous tattoo artist and a young girl who is to become a 
geisha, and the means of revealing the femme fatale is art. By contrast, the story of 
The Key takes place in the present, and the man and woman are husband and wife. 
Hence 
woman or eternal beauty, whereas The Key is too mundane and “real.” A reader can 
accept it only by accepting its “probability,” and thud encountering his or her own 
hidden passions and desires. 

In this essay, however, I shall not attempt further discussion of the story of The 
Key. Tanizaki’s many critical readers can do this better. Neither shall I dwell upon 
the questionable problem of “obscene expressions” ( ). Instead, I 
would like to concentrate on the level of expression itself and discuss its eroticism 
from the standpoint of my own background as a critical reader of classical Japanese 
literature.

It could be argued that in The Key eroticism is not merely expressed as is usual 
in modern literature, but that, in keeping with the classical tradition, the expression 
itself is eroticized. The diary form of the novel itself clearly communicates this 
feature. As is well known, the diary form is a convention between the writer and the 
reader that yields a personally tinged narrative, and thus a higher degree of sensuali-
ty. Tanizaki exploits the form to its limits by constructing his novel as an assemblage 
of two diaries—that of the husband and that of the wife. Each writes “secretly,” 
pretending that the diary it is not meant to be read by the other. Yet, by deliberate 
carelessness, each discovers the existence of the other’s diary, for it is precisely the 
other who is the real addressee of the diary written “for one’s own self.” 

One cannot resist the temptation to draw a parallel between The Key and the 
famous lyrical diaries ( ) of Heian and Kamakura ladies, each of whom 
kindly explains that her diary is meant “only for herself.” The true aim of these ex-
planations is the exact opposite—namely, they serve to hide/reveal a strong desire 
and hope that someone will read the diary. Tanizaki employs a very similar device, 

he reveals the falseness of the pretext of “writing for oneself” and explicates its real 
purport via a diary-dialogue form. The result, however, is that since the intended 
reader of each of the two diaries is also a character in the novel itself, readers of The 
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Key are forced into the somewhat embarrassing position of being voyeurs. Actually, 
this narrative pattern also has parallels in classical literature. One could mention, 
for instance, the erotic episode of “double peeking” ( ) in  

-
ing after her lover has departed, when another woman’s lover happens to pass by 
on his way home and stops to peek into her room, fascinated by “the charm of the 
dew.”3 The readers, who are led into the room prior to the appearance of the amorous 
passerby, witness his peeking, look at the woman through his eyes, and follow the 
encounter between them. But whereas the act of —peeking into a room 
through an opening in a sliding door, past a slightly folded screen, or through a 

be something natural and “innocent,” the peeking of the voyeur is always a breach 

introducing the device of the key. The diaries are hidden in drawers, the drawers are 
locked, and the key to each is kept in a “secret” place. Thus the key is a symbol of 
the breach of a taboo not only by the husband and his wife, who read each other’s 
“private” diaries, but also by readers of the novel, who are made witnesses of this 
game of hide-and-seek. 

the novel can be interpreted also as the key to the awakening of a woman’s latent or 
suppressed sensuousness. Since this awakening is achieved through the process of 
writing, it could be cogently argued that “the key” is not merely a key to a locked/
open drawer but also a key to . It is in this particular meaning 
that, for me, as a critical reader of classical Japanese literature, Tanizaki’s novel bears 

, 
which seems to share The Key’s unfavorable reputation in Japan, especially among 

eroticism of the process of writing is a pivotal issue, a message clearly (and perhaps 

novel, as in the works of classical literature, this notion is not narrated but is, rather, 
a characteristic of the  itself. 

Although the novel is comprised of two diaries, the dates of their entries—be-
ginning with January 1 (in the case of the husband’s diary) and ending on June 11 (in 
the wife’s diary)—with few exceptions do not overlap but form a temporal succes-

3. The episode is No. 24 ( ) in the short version of the translation included in Penguin 
Classics (Morris, trans., 1967), and one of the keywords in it is (dewdrops)—a poetic word 
saturated with erotic connotation (I have discussed this in Kristeva 2003/4). Ivan Morris manages with 
admirable elegance to convey the subtle nuances of the original, marked by “the charm of the dew” 
( ): “It amuses him to think that a man has probably been spending the night here and 

of the dew” (1967, p. 61).
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-
ousness and passion. In January, it is the husband who starts the game and plays the 
leading role. The entries in his diary are more frequent and much longer. However, 

January 29 and 30). This signals the beginning of the sensuous self-consciousness 

reading the other’s diary—a sign of the shift from subconscious desire to conscious 

husband’s initial plan. The awakened sensuousness of the wife is further kindled by 
her sexual desire for another man. The shy, traditional woman turns into a femme 

of March mark the apogee of the collision between them and signal the husband’s 

the shortest in the whole novel: “Went out this afternoon. Back by evening.”4 They 
register her independence not only from the norms of traditional morality but from 
her husband’s will as well: her sentences are burnished with an awareness of her 

long and saturated with desperate longing. The dialogue is broken. The metamor-

traditional norms and of her former self.

sexual energy (entries appear almost daily in her diary during the last half of April). 

he asks her whether she is continuing to write in her diary. In concordance with 
this, the last daily entry in the wife’s diary (May 1) hints at the possibility that the 
husband, who is no longer able to read the wife’s diary, has had their daughter read 
it to him. The next day, the husband dies. This brings to an end the daily records 
in the wife’s diary. The absence of a reader exempts the diary from carrying out its 
proper function.

More than a month passes before the wife resumes her diary. This time, how-
ever, the nature of the writing is quite different. It is not the here-and-now narration 
characteristic of modern diaries; rather, it bears a strong resemblance to the lyrical 
diaries of classical literature written 

-
ings and intentions. Her confession suggests that she has not been merely a passive 
“victim” of her husband’s plot. Instead, having realized the nature of his intentions 
from the very beginning, she had skillfully manipulated him. Since the husband is 

4. Hibbett (trans.) 2001, pp.100–101.
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now deceased, it appears that the addressee of this confession, be it truth or fabrica-
tion, is the reader of the novel, who is stimulated to reconsider the events narrated 
in the diaries from a different perspective. Yet with a skillful writer—that is, a “liar” 
such as Tanizaki—one must be on the alert. There is a very peculiar detail at the 
beginning of the wife’s confession: it starts with a somewhat too precise registration 
of the dates. The husband died on May 2, and thirty-eight days have passed since 
then. The writing of the confession begins on the thirty-eighth day and progresses 
for three days, for a total of forty days. Now, according to Buddhist belief, the soul 
of the deceased reposes on the forty-ninth day after physical death. Is it not pos-
sible, therefore, that this confession is meant for the husband? Is it revenge? Is it an 
attempt to assuage his restless soul by acknowledging that the dangerous scheme 
initiated by his boundless (and, for this reason, distorted) love had fully succeeded? 
Maybe it is both, or neither. The reader is left in an intermediate space of uncertainty 
and bewilderment. The closing words of the novel constitute both an end and a new 

5 Once again it 
is very “classical,” resembling closely, for instance,  (The Gossamer 
Years, ca. 974–75) which ends with “a knock at the door” ( ).6

-

-
wise, the bathroom is an important focus of the narration: despite scant information 

the prepared bath in the daughter’s lodgings is a signal to the wife that her lover is 
waiting for her; the husband, taking his unconscious wife home from the daughter’s 
lodgings, presses her damp hair tightly to his body. The brandy, which preludes each 
erotic scene, serves to hush the wife’s restrictive self-control and awaken her sexual 

-
anese literature. Being a fundamental aesthetic and philosophical principle of this 

style of architecture, the many-layered silk clothes, the gradation of colors in the 
popular  pattern, the shining locks of black hair, the wisteria branches, sounds 
and scents, prose and poetry. However, we may posit that the most conspicuous 

-
-

cording to Kimura’s [the wife’s lover’s] plan, he’ll marry Toshiko [her daughter] when the mourning 

6. In Edward Seidensticker’s translation: “Late on the eve of the new year there was a pounding outside.” 
Seidensticker (trans.) 1973, p. 167.
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the graphic image of writing itself. Text written in the cursive  style, 

incessant “rivers of tears” ( ) of longing and passion.7

Needless to say, the printed texts of modern literature are devoid of this striking 

this impact by invoking yet another graphic device—the gender differentiation of 
the two scripts,  and . 

As is well known, the  script, in its initial  variant, is the 
script of the  literature of the Heian period (late eighth to late twelfth century) 
composed in the vernacular language, as opposed to the  literature written 
in Chinese characters called 
that since (or simply , “provisional script”) was the only script women 

 (women’s script). But does 
this appellation point only to the function of the script? Men were using  as 
well. Moreover, as we can see from surviving pieces of calligraphy, some men had 
mastered  to a level of perfection and pride. Here I shall refrain from embark-
ing upon an exposition of the essence of  literature written in the  script 

 (women’s literature)—its highest 
achievement being . Yet it could be argued that the “femininity” of 
this literature is not due to the mere fact of its prevailing gendered authorship. Rather, 
the 
the 

Even a reader who is ignorant of the classical Japanese tradition will easily 
recognize the feminine impact of the soft, curvaceous  ( ) lines. This 
impact becomes even more palpable in comparison with the straight, angular lines 
of the  script. Developed from fragments of the Chinese characters ( ) 
and used initially by Buddhist monks as auxiliary marks for reading Chinese Bud-
dhist texts written in Japanese, 
literary text, in combination with , in the twelfth-century  
(Collection of Tales of Times Now Passed). Thus, although  was not of-

 (men’s script), an appellation reserved for , there is no 
doubt whatsoever that it was recognized as such. The reason, again, is not located 

the protagonist of  (The Young Lady Who Loved Insects), 
an anti-symbol of femininity depicted in the late Heian-period collection of short 
stories , is that she used because she could 
not write in .8

Thus the gender differentiation of the two scripts—  and —

and masculinity, and thus delineates an important strand in the overall aesthetic and 
erotic code of Heian literature.

7. I have discussed this problem in more detail in Kristeva 2001, pp. 39–48, 408–423, etc. 
8. Hirano (trans.) 1963, p. 24.
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By implying a graphic differentiation in The Key, Tanizaki animates his novel 
with a many-layered effect. He not only manages to visualize the tension in the 
husband-wife relationship and to enhance the erotic impact of the novel, which can 
be duly termed a  (sex + text), but also succeeds in the graphic visualization of 
both the narrative development and the pivotal message of the novel: the arousal 

writing. The prevalence of 

and designates his leading role in the process. Conversely, the gradual shift from 
 to  and particularly the lengthy outcome of the novel, 

which comprises almost one-third of the whole text, is a visual manifestation of the 

usual practice is simply to ignore it in the text of the translation and to supply an 
explanatory note on the two scripts. However, as is evident from the brief analysis 
above, a supplementary note is most inadequate. As in the translation of (post)mod-

to convey its visual image, so the graphic differentiation in The Key ought to be 
expressed. The most natural way seems to be through the use of italic type. The sec-

9 but with rather contradictory effect: it italicizes the 
husband’s diary. This decision, apparently based on the function of the two scripts in 
modern times (  being used in everyday practice,  as a provisional 
script for telegrams, etc.), fails to denote the meaning of the graphic differentiation 
of the scripts in the original. It could be cogently argued that since the lines of italic 
type are softer and rounder than normal print, it is the wife’s diary that merits italici-
zation. Moreover, in addition to their feminine impact, italics would provide another 

-
hance recognition of the role of the writing process in the novel.10 Needless to say, 
the difference between the two printing styles is not as palpable as the difference 
between and . Neither can it be comprehended as a gender dif-
ferentiation. The explanatory note remains an unavoidable necessity. However, the 
impact of the curvilinear as a sign of femininity is universal. 

This evokes an association with Guido Crepax’s famous cartoon based on The 
, and with Roland Barthes’s comments on it.11 In a short essay entitled “I 

-

9. Bayard-Sakai (trans.) 1997.
10. Anne Bayard-Sakai explained to me her reasons for italicizing the husband’s diary and accepted my 

arguments that it is the wife’s diary which should be italicized—a method applied in the Bulgarian 
translation of The Key (Tzvetana, -

11. Barthes’s essay (1985) is followed in Marshall Blonsky’s  by excerpts from Crepax’s The 
 See Blonsky (ed.) 1985, pp. 56–60.
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Unique Metaphor which says tirelessly, ‘I love you,’ and thus establishes the lyric 
discourse.”12

The tenor of this general remark might refer more appropriately to the thor-
oughly eroticized lyrical prose of the Heian period than to Tanizaki’s novel. How-
ever, Barthes’s concrete analysis of the signs in Crepax’s cartoon seems remarkably 
apt for a discussion of the role of graphic differentiation in The Key: “What is a 
sign? It is a piece of an image, a fragment of something murmured which I can 
recognize: without recognition there is no sign. As in every readable sequence, the 
signs formed by Crepax are of two kinds: those recognized as existing: a whip, a hat, 
buttocks, a position, a scene; those recognized as persisting: the identity of a face, of 
a grin, of a type, of a garment, of a style.”13 

Tanizaki’s novel indeed function as persistent signs par excellence. They serve not 
merely to differentiate the two diaries; they are integral elements of the overall erot-

by the eroticism of The Key is not merely narrated or represented 
but is an eroticism of the representation itself. 

As Crepax’s  suggests, this kind of eroticism is nowadays seen, 
most typically, in cartoons and , that is, in narration by visual images. Ta-

that greeted it publication. In spite of that, or perhaps because of it, the persistent 
eroticism of The Key is a precious legacy of a great writer, a nostalgic memory of 
times when literature still possessed the power to incite passions, create a social 
scandal, and even provoke debate in Parliament.

12. Barthes 1985, p. 54.
13. Ibid.
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Tanizaki’s Tanka

AMY V. HEINRICH

1 -
-

Genji monogatari 

waka—
tanka—

Kototama,
kana, Sumiyoshi

matsu,

iro, matsu no iro, also 

けふよりはまつのこかけをたゝ たのむみはしたくさのよもきなりけり

narikeri

waka in Genji

the kami-no-ku
倚松庵

,

Kototama
けふよりはまつの木影をたゝ 頼む身は下草の蓬なりけり



tanka haiku

-
Kototama, although they are 

kanji as well as kana

さだめなき身は住吉の川のべにかはらぬまつの色をたのまん

wo tanoman

I will entrust now 
to the unchanging

住よしの堤の松よこゝ ろあらばうき世のちりをよそにへだてよ

if you have a heart

Miyakowasure no ki 

-

Miyakowasure no ki 

The full sequence of Miyakowasure no ki tanka



TANKA

8

-

あり経なばまたもかへらん津の国の住吉川の松の木かげに

kokage ni

    in the region of Tsu

sumiyoshi matsu no 
kokage

和田三造

-



うばら
ふるさとの花に心を残しつゝ たつや霞の菟原住吉

Sumiyoshi

tatsu,
 

tatsu,
tatsu, 

kasumi,  

-

やまざとは桜吹雪に明け暮れて花なき庭も花ぞちりしく

chirishiku



TANKA

miyakowasure 

miyakowasure

花の名は都わすれと聞くからに身によそへてぞ侘びしかりける
-

shikarikeru
       

世を侘ぶる山のいほりの床に活けてみやこわすれの花をめでけり

        

名にめでゝ 都わすれの花を生けし人ぞみやこを忘れかねたる
-

surekanetaru
    

the very one who was

-



11

右大臣実朝もまたかくのごと見晴るかしけん沖の初島
-

shima

mikan

たそがれに咲ける蜜柑の花一つ老の眼にも見ゆ星の如くに
tasogare ni sakeru mikan no hana hitotsu oi no me ni mo miyu hoshi no 
gotoku ni

shines forth like a star

-

世の中はつねにもがもななぎさこぐあまの小舟の綱手かなしも Yo 



TANKA

すみよしの松のみどりは変らねど頼みし蔭はつゆしげくして

tsuyu shigeku shite

the green color 

is unchanging,

ふるさとは今はいづくぞ若草の妻のこもれる伊豆の山家ぞ
          furusato wa ima wa izuku zo wakakusa no tsuma no komoreru Izu 
no yamaga zo
 

    sweet as new grass,

みんなみ
南のはるけき海のたゝ かひをおもひつゝ 見る十五夜の月



88

-

春来ともあやなゝ 咲きそ糸桜見し世の人にめぐり逢ふまで
            haru ku tomo ayana na saki so itozakura mishi yo no hito ni me-

花に来て花に別るゝ 西山の柴の庵の旅のひとゝ せ

hitotose

after one full year in the 

-

-



TANKA

宕々庵   was a 

鯉をどり睡蓮しげる水の上にわれも浮身を宿すべきかな

kana

on the water, the water lilies 

       ともしび
灯火をいましむる町を小夜ふけてわれは顔にも飛ぶ蛍かな

in town where

夏の日のあつきめぐみの畑つ物得まくぞほしき豆も玉菜も
natsu no hi no atsuki megumi no hatatsumono emaku zo hoshiki mame 
mo tamana mo

-



さすらひの群にまじりて鍋釜を負ひ行く妹をいかにとかせん

tokasen

-

有人対月敷 帰期

なつかしき都の春の夢さめて空につれなき有明の月
        natsukashiki miyako no haru no yume samete sora ni tsurenaki ari-
ake no tsuki

-



TANKA

窓の戸をあくれば入り来やまざとの人に馴れたる雀うぐひす 

uguisu
 

草枕旅寝の床にしのぶかな焼野が原のふるさとの月

furusato no tsuki

yakeno ga hara

思ひやれつはものどもが剣太刀すてしゆふべの野辺の露けさ

tsuyukesa

all the nation’s warriors

-
haiku



夏草やつわものどもが夢のあと

たゝ かひにやぶれし国の秋深み野にも山にもなく虫の声

mushi no koe

in a country

voices of insects calling

老いぬれば事ぞともなき秋晴れの日の暮れゆくもをしまれにけり
mareni-

keri

regretting



TANKA

                   および
柿の実の熟れたる汁にぬれそぼつ指つめたく冬は来にけり

        
wa kinikeri 

すさまじとかねても聞きし山里の物みな凍る冬は来にけり

wa kinikeri

when everything

  まどゐ
しめやかに団欒しをればさや～と障子にきゆるうすゆきのおと

no oto

sitting quietly together,

as the light snow

-



 山里に春は来ぬらし門に出て縄跳びすなり二十乙女も
-

tachi otome mo

漸くに雪は晴れたりうなゐらはつらゝ を折りてもてあそぶなり

nari

at long last

たゝ かひに破れし国も春なれや四条五条の人のゆきがひ

yukikai

even to a country



TANKA

朝寝髪枕きてめでにしいくとせの手慣れの顔も痩せにけらしな

na

stroking your

how thin your face has grown

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Miyakowasure no ki, 

-
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Tanizaki and the Way of Art 
Traditional Arts and Performance Skills

BONAVENTURA RUPERTI

The performing arts are an undeniably crucial and prominent segment of Tanizaki’s 
works. From his short stories to his novels, the worlds of the stage, the theater, 
music, the cinema, and entertainment frequently form salient features, enhancing 
the atmosphere and animating dialogue. Examples range from cross-dressing in 
women’s clothes in the story Himitsu 秘密 (The Secret, 1911)1 to puppet scenes in 
the novel Tade kuu mushi 蓼喰ふ蟲 (Some Prefer Nettles, 1928),2 from references 
to the puppet dramas in Yoshino kuzu 吉野葛 (Arrowroot, 1931)3 to theater outings 
in Sasameyuki 細雪 (1943–47),4 from a vision of Kabuki shows in Kagi 鍵 (The 
Key, 1956)5 to an intense “sexual” encounter with an interpreter of female roles (on-
nagata) in  瘋癲老人日記 (Diary of a Mad Old Man, 1961).6

Tanizaki also pays special attention to these same themes in his essays, such as 
 陰影礼賛 (In Praise of Shadows, 1933),7 which contains a discussion of 

the preeminent profession of aesthetics that is the creative peak of his vision in essay 
form. A less systematic and more erratic cornerstone of his conception of the arts, 
and the performing arts in particular, is undoubtedly Geidan 藝談 (Conversation 
about Art), published in March and April of 1933 in the magazine  改造, under 
the original title of “Gei ni tsuite” 「藝」について(About Art).8 As in , 
where the dimensions of light and shadow necessarily penetrate the concept of space 
(and consequently architecture, the environment, and its development within space), 
in Geidan Tanizaki takes examples from a variety of artistic disciplines.

Geidan
friends—Tanizaki; the painter Yasuda Yukihiko 安田靫彦;9

1. TJZ 1, pp. 249–270.
2. TJZ 12, pp. 3–185
3. TJZ 13, pp. 3–54.
4. TJZ 15.
5. TJZ 17, pp. 275–404.
6. TJZ 19, pp. 3–12.
7. TJZ 20, pp. 517–557.
8. TJZ 20, pp. 411–454. The complete translation in Italian of the testimony, along with other essays, is 

in Tanizaki 1995, pp. 229–276.
9. Yasuda Yukihiko (1884–1978) was a Japanese-style painter known above all for his paintings of his-

torical subjects in an elegant and simple style that recalls the antique yamatoe. A native of Tokyo, he 
studied the style of the Tosa school at the Tokyo school of art. In 1914 he became responsible for the 
organization of the Japanese Academy of Art.
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お葉, who was the older sister of Nakamura Kichiemon I 中村吉右衛門;10 the Ka-

修善寺—about the display of acting by Kabuki performers. The conversation leads 
to idle chit-chat and then to a sort of monologue by Tanizaki, which shifts to the sub-
ject of painting and then to the cinema, the theater, poetry and novels. The debates 
and examples that arise branch out in new and ever-changing directions, resulting in 
a stimulating enrichment of discourse.

In the background, along with the inevitable distinctions between the different 
disciplines and artistic dimensions, is an ongoing comparison between the Orient 
and the West—that is, between Japanese art in the context of its past and traditions 
on the one hand, and its present and modern expressions on the other. Thus there are 
two sets of coordinates within which the discussion is located: the spatial axis of the 
Orient and the West, and the  that runs from the past (and tradition) 
through to the present (and modernization).

Another important key to interpretation is the historical context within which 
Geidan was constructed. Tanizaki wrote it in the early 1930s, when heated argu-
ments and debates about the function of the arts, their merit, and their commitment 
to socio-political denunciation and critique—social commentary that could even be 
socialist or Marxist in its perspective—was shifting toward a dark period of ever 
more rigid nationalism, which eventually led to fascism and to the war that would be 
devastating for Japan. True to the thinking of the times, Geidan therefore displays a 

modesty, discipline, perseverance, devotion, and sobriety inherent to the masters of 
the traditional arts, and in its comparison of those masters to their counterparts in the 
West, as diverse as Balzac in literature and Chaplin in the cinema.

BODY AND TRAINING

the art of performance, is the formation of the artistic man. In Tanizaki’s perspective 
-

and tempers preexisting natural qualities. Tanizaki’s emphasis is not so much on 
the exemplary model of the master who should be imitated as on the training to the 

10. Nakamura Kichiemon I (1886–1954) was a Kabuki actor who was extremely popular until just after 
the war. Firstborn of Nakamura Karoku III, he made his debut in 1897 with the name that he kept for 
his long career. He quickly reached vast popularity, accompanied by and in competition with Onoe 

-
ciety, and in 1943 formed his own company. A charismatic interpreter gifted with an intense dramatic 
ability—both in works set in an historic context ( ) and those concerning current affairs 
(sewamono)—he distinguished himself in tragic roles due to his charismatic presence and the touch-
ing beauty of his speech.
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limits of agony that these masters and the environment impose: total devotion over 
a long period of time, often accompanied by oppression, punishment, and abuse. 
The best-known symbol of such severe education, imposed almost with cruelty, is 

IX 市川団十郎,11

河原崎権之助:

They say that when he was young, when he was brought up in the 
Kawarasaki house, he was subjected to such hard training twenty-four 
hours a day—to the point that the most peaceful moments were those 
he passed in the toilet—that it stands to reason that the great successes 
in the years to follow were not accidental. In short, when he was in the 
hands of his severe adoptive father, he practiced every aspect of the 
way of Kabuki, beginning with the sister arts, dance and music. He 
practiced and mastered all the techniques, from beginning to end. In 
his case, success may have also depended on his natural qualities, but 
it is easy to imagine the extent to which he was subjected to an iron-

had continued in that way, he would certainly have been killed by his 
adoptive father.12

But his was not the only such experience: 

training for the way of art (  藝道) was just as cruel as the practice 
of infant torture.

市川中車13 

権十朗). He reclaimed the 

probably suicide) in 1854. He fully inherited the great tradition of his dynasty, the most eminent in 
the Edo theater, becoming the leading Kabuki actor in the Meiji era (1868–1912). As well as hand-
ing down interpretive models (kata) of the classical tradition, he dedicated himself to promoting the 

references and perspectives (  活歴劇), and to exalting the arts and dramas inspired by 
matsubamemono 松羽目物), using the more “natural” and realistic ( ) 

12. TJZ 20, pp. 414–415.

especially of the character Akechi Mitsuhide, for which he left a particular interpretive model (kata), 
mentioned also by Tanizaki.
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尾上 梅幸,14 one notes the stories about discipline 
that run through them with almost annoying insistence. These are often 
followed by the statement, “The youth of today, however, have it easy.” 

“It may be that your son will not be able to support this stress and will 
die, but if he survives he will become a splendid actor.” Thus the adopted 

life at risk.15

松本幸四郎,16 
whose artistic training is presented as a discipline that is gained at the cost of pro-
longed suffering at an early age, but that bears fruit in maturity and endures as an 
aura of ineffable mastery in old age:

-
tions—different from those of a man who adopted the way of the the-
ater at a later age—the effects of discipline are unexpectedly revealed; 

as a great actor.17 

In any case, it is exactly this kind of training—imposed on Kabuki actors and the 
artists of the puppet theater from a very early age—that is a strong decisive factor: 

If one thinks about it carefully, the strength of the Kabuki actors consists 
above all in having bodily acquired their mastery from childhood through 

-
tween a person who took up the path of the theater at a later age and those 
who were severely disciplined with dance, the shamisen, the , and 
other skills from the age of innocence, even when they stand upon the 
stage in silence, there is a great difference.18

onnagata 
(wakaoyama), quickly achieving success in the family’s classical repertoire alongside his adoptive 
father. He subsequently achieved vast popularity, especially in feminine roles in social dramas, ac-

of the company. He left a celebrated and precious testimony about the art of onnagata, the family 
Onoe, and the Kabuki in the text Ume no shitakaze (Wind under plums, 1930), which was originally 
published in installments in the magazine  演芸画報. 

15. TJZ 20, p. 415.

Famed actor of  荒事, with an imposing appearance and booming voice, he was one of the 

performed in Japan. 
17. TJZ 20, p. 420.
18. TJZ 20, pp. 415–416.
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Thus the molding of the body from a tender age, over many years, and with the most 
varied techniques of the performing arts is the secret to the success of the traditional 
actor.

BODY AND ENVIRONMENT

The formation of the man of the stage combines artistic education (dance, musical 
shamisen

Tanizaki’s eyes—the environment in which the artistic man grows (or grew):

I would like to call the reader’s attention to this point: although today it 
is not exactly so, the Kabuki actors of the past had an education that was 
much different from our own. They lived from infancy on in an environ-
ment that children normally never experience; they grew up in a way 
that was different and antiquated, in a way that we cannot even imagine. 

市川左團次19 himself, for example, was enrolled 
at the same elementary school I was attending, but it seems that up until 

尾上 菊五郎:20 if one considers that in his 
childhood he was abducted and secluded in the country home of Chiga-

education. At that time the sons of actors had a predilection for feminine 
fashion, with silk scarves and black lacquered hats, and they put on minc-
ing poses, pipes in their mouths: they were terribly sophisticated, and 
so we treated them like a completely different race, looking them over 
from head to toe and scorning them as aspiring geisha. . . . From morning 
to night they were subjected to grueling training sessions equivalent to 
child torture; they were certainly capable in practicing the arts (geigoto 
芸事), but they did not have time to acquire knowledge, intelligence, 
and virtue. There was a dangerous propensity to retardation of mental 

19. Ichikawa Sadanji II (1880–1940) was the son of Sadanji I. He appeared on stage at the age of four 
and in 1906 took on the name of his father. He was renowned for the solidity and grandeur of his inter-
pretations, which were taken from both the classical and modern repertoires. Gifted with great stage 

Theater) with Osanai Kaoru, recovered forgotten works from the ancient Kabuki of Edo and from the 

shinkabuki).
-

who transmitted to him in particular the secrets of his great mastery of the dance. He played 
leading roles in the Ichimura theater company from 1908 on, along with Nakamura Kichi-

its Kabuki stars before the war. A versatile interpreter of historic and current affairs dramas, 
from classical and contemporary repertoires, he was also a skilled dancer and an imitated 
performer of Kabuki dramas originally composed for the puppet theater. 
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development, and actors such as Nakamura Shikan 中村芝翫21—who it 
seems was not even able to count—were endowed with this trait even 

comprehend things, they wore silks like  or habutae in contact 
with their skin, they reeked of the fragrance of thick face powder, they 
listened to shamisen and tsuzumi music, and their topics of conversation 
were limited to the theater and gossip about love affairs. . . . In that kind 
of atmosphere, it is natural that, from a conceptual and spiritual point 
of view, instruction was inferior to the standard level. . . . And yet, with 
their education in mind, if such individuals are able to interpret “social 
dramas” and “character dramas,” which are pregnant with pondering 
about the modern age, to the very end and to perfection, is this not due 
to the strength of art? Even if intellectually retarded, on stage they are 
extremely sensitive. They do not understand with their “heads,” yet they 
have a sixth sense for understanding the author’s intentions. The rules of 
the path of the theater seem to have—who knows where—something in 
common that can dissolve the time or distances between civilizations, 
and those who have been trained for various forms of expression, after 
various attempts in the end manage to get the point. They plunge into the 
contents from outside.22

-
tors receive thus allows them to master the nodal point in the widest variety of texts 
and dramatic compositions, as if these works have something within and beyond the 
conventions of the theater in different eras, and within and beyond the passions and 
affections to be expressed in the scene.

distinguished among the young interpreters in  by Yamamoto 
山本有三

in Tosca  伊井蓉峰 23 and Kawakami Sadayakko 川上貞奴.24 He also 

Onnagata 

interpreters of—female roles, particularly in historical dramas. He even impersonated women in the 

modern sensitivity.
22. TJZ 20, pp. 418–419.

shinpa(geki) 新派(劇). Founder 
川

上音二郎 (1864–1911), he marked the prevalent aesthetic pathway of the new movement. In 1901, 
as leading actor of the Masagoza, he brought to the stage—with new scenery and direction—faithful 
versions of several works composed for the puppet theater by Chikamatsu Monzaemon (1653–1724), 
Western works in translation, and new works composed for the shinpa. From 1917 on, with the actor 
Kawai Takeo 河合武雄 (1877–1942) and the onnagata 喜多村緑郎 (1871–1961), 
he was a protagonist in the period of greatest splendor of the “New Wave.”

24. Kawakami Sadayakko (1872–1946) was the second actress in Japan to set foot on stage after the 1629 
-
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市川団蔵25 once again, as we will see.
Thus on the one hand we have the , which forms a special kind of 

sensitivity in young actors and educates them about the sensuality of materials and 
about their own relationship with the body—in terms of the body’s perceptions of 
external stimuli, its appearance, the choice of style and the construction of attitudes 
and expressions, and vis-à-vis the world and other human beings. This relationship 

dramatic text to be staged. This special ability to feel emotions, affection, and senti-
ment is cultivated in an environment that is commonly considered to be unhealthy, 
without the common denominator of a regular education but with direct and con-
tinuous tactile and olfactory immersion in objects, sensations and emotions, places 
and situations. 

On the other hand there is the education itself, which in the past was not the 
normal and regular scholastic instruction but training, above all, in the disciplines 
necessary to the man on the stage (dance, music, gesture, recital, chanting, etc.). 
These disciplines rely on the sensitivity nurtured by places frequented, conversa-
tions and customs, clothing, perfumes, makeup, and so forth. 

A third element is the long period of , which tempers the body and 
senses even in the later stages of life, when the fascination of the body and the 
mastery of one’s physique have been lost—and are out of place—in a repertoire and 
context that are unfamiliar.

The three phases of , , and  that lead to perform-
ing the arts on the stage are thus developed according to two factors that cannot be 
disregarded: (1) the body and the environment, which enrich tendencies, physique, 
and sensitivity, and (2) the transmission of knowledge (from master to student) and 
training in the various arts, in which the factor of time plays a sovereign role.

The difference between Kabuki training—rigorous and initiated at a very early 

in , which is the approach that the actor takes to the text. He brings 

exponent of the student protest theater and part of the movement for democratic rights. At the begin-
ning, staying out of the limelight, she collaborated with her husband in the success of dramas about the 

and Europe beginning in 1899. In 1903 she made her debut in Japan, in a free version of Shakespeare’s 
Othello shinpa. Ever 
mindful of the novelties he had accumulated in the West and the signs of the times, he proceeded to 
organize performances, leaving his wife to the role of interpreter. In 1908 she opened a school for 
actresses. After the death of her husband, she withdrew prematurely from the stage.

katakiyaku) but had few opportunities to 
perform in the great theaters.
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performance that are born of a profound familiarity with translating a text into a 
scene: 

At the level of the comprehensive analysis and evaluation of the contents 
of the written dramatic text, they are probably inferior to the new ac-
tors who received a modern scholastic education, but once they reach the 
transposition phase on stage, their scenic performance often exceeds that 
of the shingeki interpreters.26

(Free Theater) to the performance of Ibsen dramas under the supervision of Osanai 
Kaoru 小山内薫.27 They also helped remodel the speech of the kizewamono 生世
話物 (raw-life domestic drama) genre of Kawatake Mokuami 河竹黙阿弥 (1816–
93), creating the way of reciting that is at the base of the shingeki (new drama, or 
Western-style theater) elocution:

For example, it is obvious that, behind the new works in costume, and 
also in the eloquence of translated dramas, the way of reciting elaborated 

dramas has been broadly adopted and practiced up until today. In effect, 
the way of reciting the lines (  セリフ) in the modern theater does 
not originate from the “new school” (shinpa) but from the old theater 

Meiji era must have remodeled the vocal expressions of the kizewamono 
生世話物 河竹黙阿彌 and elaborated a natural 
speech, without pretense, which constitutes the foundations of the recital 
style of the shingeki of today. This was also possible because at the time 

Kabuki actors from the old guard in order to establish modern drama in 
his own company, instead of using amateur players, wasn’t it perhaps 

28 

HUMILITY AND DEDICATION

The difference between Kabuki and more modern forms of performance lies in Ka-
buki’s system of transmission, practice, set of skills learned from tradition, and sen-

26. TJZ 20, pp. 417–418.
-

periences with playwriting for the shinpa (new school) and Kabuki actors, who were often irrever-
ent toward dramatic texts, he nurtured the idea of a theater founded on the principles of E. Gordon 
Craig, which were not present in the local tradition. In 1924, at the conclusion of his fellowship with 

-
土方与志. The theater staged dramas 

by Western authors, using technical organization, a production system, and scene equipment that were 
on the vanguard at the time. His premature death brought about a crisis and also the dissolution of the 

28. TJZ 20, p. 418.
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sitivity nurtured by the environment, not to mention Kabuki actors’ familiarity with 
the stage, and with a wide variety of dramatic texts, developed from a very early age. 
The extreme versatility of Kabuki actors, derived from this set of ingredients,  has 
no counterpart in other forms of theater, according to Tanizaki:

Nevertheless, one must recognize that the art (gei 藝) of the Kabuki is 
really versatile and has a broad range of applicability.29

To natural disposition—and to temperance produced through training under the se-
vere guide of a master who uses imitation to transmit the “interpretive models” (kata 
型) of the tradition he follows—we must add the cultivation of sensitivity and famil- of the tradition he follows—we must add the cultivation of sensitivity and famil-

early age in the world of art, and the consequent familiarity with the stage, we must 
add the exercises for acquiring the strategies of skill (in the sister arts of music and 
dance) that transform an actor into an artist—skill mastered through total dedication 
of the body and of the mind, over time, to exercise of the disciplines necessary to 
dominate the stage.

Yet the harshness and relentlessness of the discipline in Kabuki, as well as the 
intensity of the training, are also found in other traditional arts, such as the pup-
pet theater ( ). But whereas the different disciplines are united in Kabuki to 

in the singer (  太夫), music in the shamisen player, gesture and dance in the 
maneuvers of the puppets (  人形使い
greater severity is found in the world of the puppet theater (particularly in the case 
of the puppeteers) than in that of Kabuki:

If one then listens to the recitalists of bushi
or the musicians of shamisen
the stories of those who were beaten bloody by the master with blows to 
the head, or who lost their senses in a fall, having been pushed down from 

30

In making his case, Tanizaki cites testimonies from the  文楽物
語 by 三宅周太郎:31 

I am one of those who has read 
with great pleasure. I ask myself how many of the so-called artists 

29. TJZ 20, p. 420.
30. TJZ 20, p. 415. 

Engei 

newspapers, showing a particular passion for Kabuki and introducing the way of the puppet theater to 
the general public through popular books, such  (1929, rev. ed. 1940) and its con-
tinuation (1941). From these the series “Bunraku monogatari” was collected and published in episodes 
in the magazine , to which Tanizaki refers here.
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(  藝術家) of today endured torments for their own “Art” 
(  藝術) like those of the  chanters, shamisen musicians, and 
puppeteers described there. When I listen to testimonies about training 
in the , I cannot help but think that “men of art” (geinin 藝人) 
like them are more authentic than “artists” ( 藝術家) like us. 
If one compares their conduct of harsh application in their own way of 
art (  藝道), one is forced to think that ours is milder by a long shot. 
… In truth, their desire to appear as puppeteers in a situation such as the 
current one is true proof of the fact that they really love the art. There is 
nothing more important than art—not greed for money and, until now, 
not even the desire for glory. They are really “individuals abandoned by 
the spirit of the times,” “idiots unaware of the currents of the times,” and 
yet if their spiritual disposition of imperturbable devotion is fed by the 
art, then is it perhaps not our duty to examine the entirety of that art’s 
mysterious powers?32

Thus in , as in other traditional arts, the rigor of training is often combined 
with inadequate recognition on a social and economic level. In Tanizaki’s eyes, 
however, this makes the puppet theater even more worthy of appreciation precisely 
because it is the ultimate example of total dedication and humble abnegation to 
one’s own art.  For Tanizaki, the  masters’ art epitomizes the value of devo-

 

I do not mean to unconditionally approve the old training method for 
-

quires wasting an immense amount of time and energy and leads to use-
less physical suffering. The elders would say that “this is the medicine,” 
but I have the impression that there may be a pathway that gives the same 
results with a simpler method. Nevertheless, the resignation of the men 
of art who were tempered in the old way—resignation because of which 

necessary to look beyond art, one considers the arts as his own life—
 藝術

家
that mental state of seraphic serenity which is the only aspect one can be 
envious of.33

Tanizaki goes on to discuss how modernity has mitigated the cruel oppres-
sion that characterized the past. And with modernity, under the impulse of West-
ern thought, a different conscience has emerged in the artist, in terms both of the 
discipline he practices and his own role. Called upon to have a greater awareness 
of himself—and of his profession vis-à-vis the social world and political reality—
he loses his serenity and his humble capacity to concentrate on his art as the only 

32. TJZ 20, pp. 429–430.
33. TJZ 20, p. 430.
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reason for living. In this way the temporal hiatus of past/present, which was also 
outlined in the transformations within the world of traditional arts, also extends in 
a geographic-cultural direction: Orient/Occident. Blind devotion (and submission) 
seem in fact at odds with modernity and the West, where men are attracted to the 
practice of the arts at a more mature age and where, according to Tanizaki, artists are 
more attracted by the temptations of fame and economic recognition:

This does not mean that the artists from the Western school do not show 
zeal for art issues, but the ambition for fame and the desire for money are 
more widespread, and, at the level of service to the way of art, they are 
not the same as the “men of art” (geinin 藝人
and forget the human world.

In effect, they are truly wary; in continuous tension, intelligent, in-
cessantly contriving new ways of keeping in step with the trends of the 

-
quisitions to defend their position: in short, they are smart. In contrast, 
the men of art from an Oriental mold have a certain monotonousness and 
are naively honest; they are stupid; they remain immobile for ten years 

their own technique; they are as innocent as children; even though they 
have masterful technique, they are not very good at composing theories; 
they do not trumpet concepts about art or such things; they take care of 
their effective capacities with extreme humbleness; in some cases they 
are even servile; they are passive in the face of the criticisms of the world, 

-

however, the more they seem to direct their interests in thousands of di-
rections and the harder they work to not lose the position and popularity 
they have achieved; they give the unexplainable impression of insidious 
individuals whom one cannot really be fond of, whereas the Oriental men 
of art (geinin 藝人) in their obtuseness have warmth and stir up tender-
ness, and so their art and their humanity are closer together.34

-
less pursuit of new ploys by which to conquer the appreciation of the public.35 

THE VALUE OF THE TEXT AND THE ROLE OF ITS INTERPRETER

Throughout his discussion, Tanizaki’s outlines a vision of art that valorizes method 

at, and dominance over, a brilliant capability that becomes more and more rounded 
and polished over the years. At times with monotony, traditional artistic method 

34. TJZ 20, pp. 430–431.
35. TJZ 20, pp. 431–432.
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masters its subject without expanding or evolving into exhibitions of never-ending 
progress. 

市川左升 (II, 

made me think that 

(Free Theater) tradition,  yet even though he was not an excellent Kabuki 

not at all congenial to his temperament (  柄), the difference clearly 
shone through.36

Once again, Tanizaki underlines the importance of devices not often perceived by 
laypeople—methods transmitted from father to son through generations of actors, 
skills that distinguish them from those who, though gifted, must improvise (in what 
can be only an external imitation of gestures and poses) when trying to reproduce 

澤正 
沢田正二郎),37 putting himself to the test in the brilliant role of 

Sukeroku38 from the Kabuki, was not prepared (as a traditional actor would have 

split a seam in his kimono: 

 市村羽左衛
門39

36. TJZ 20, p. 416.
-

-
tress, Matsui Sumako (1886–1919). He later recited at her side in Geijutsuza, a shingeki company that 
soon drew a huge audience to Western-style theater. After the tragic death of Shimamura, followed by 
Matsui Sumako, in 1917 he founded the Shinkokugeki (New National Theater), which unfortunately 
did not enjoy success. He moved to Kansai, and in the postwar period reached great popularity with 

interest in the new theater and his respect for dramatic texts.
38. Sukeroku is a celebrated character and protagonist in various Kabuki performances, whose most 

famous variation ever played was  (Sukeroku and the Cherries of Edo),  

1758) in the role of Sukeroku. It was the only sewamono (domestic drama) inserted by Ichikawa 
) of the repertoire of the 

Ichikawa family.
-

clusively a Kabukiza actor. He gained extraordinary notoriety as a fresh interpreter of charming and 
elegant male roles in the most classical repertoire of the Edo Kabuki, in precious testimony of and as 
heir to interpretive models (kata
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wide apart, actually he does not open his legs with obtuse scrupulousness 
but just gives a particular angulation to his hips. He who has no dance 
training certainly cannot recognize this precaution, so if that same move-
ment were performed in that costume by just anyone, the stitches would 
surely be ripped. The truth is that one deeply understands to what extent 
the art (gei 藝) is a sort of “magic art.”40

Thus it is not only Kabuki actors of almost superhuman mastery (the previously 

prove to be versatile and many-sided, even on other stages and in other repertoires, 
including the cinema.

Praising “the art of actors such as these, who developed day by day on the 
stage,” Tanizaki arrives at an appreciation for the theater that goes beyond the value 
of the work and the dramatic text to concentrate instead on the mastery and dexterity 
of the artist who acts upon the stage:

Perhaps we may consider as heresy a vision of the theater according to 
which, without consideration for the contents of the drama, for the unity 
of the whole or for other factors, only the art of the favorite actor is 
enjoyed; yet I feel a certain affection and a certain sympathy for that vi-
sion. Dexterity in the art (gei 藝) of each single actor is an element that 
is separate from the theater as a whole; distinct from an interest in the 

gei no 
 藝の面白さ) . . . something similar to the light of a pearl that 

has been carefully polished for years and years. The more one polishes it, 
the more it emits a formerly concealed brilliance (  幽玄な
つや): if one looks at the art (gei 藝) of the artists (geinin 藝人), one gets 
an impression of this sort. And the light of that pearl seems so precious! 
Tradition has it that Orientals have the habit of polishing antique objects 
by passing a cloth over them, rubbing each object for a long time over 

beautifully with time (  時代のさび). To speak of polishing 
the art (gei wo migaku 藝を磨く) and enjoying the art (藝を楽しむ) is, 
in short, just this. The brilliance (tsuya つや) that emerges by rubbing 
patiently and carefully is the art (gei 藝). Even Westerners certainly un-
derstand the aesthetic dimension in which one rejoices at such taste; but 
are we not perhaps a little more radical?41

Since the concept of art as dexterity is not limited to the disciplines of the body—
such as acting out scenes, or the manual ability of a painter or musician—but is 
also applied in a much wider way to writing poetry and novels, Tanizaki adds the 
following: 

40. TJZ 20, p. 417.
41. TJZ 20, p. 422.
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 藝術), it is 
-

thing he wants, even low-league virtuosity. Spectacular exhibitions and 
occasional tricks of dexterity are things that a serious actor should not 
challenge himself with; nevertheless, certain actors, although they do not 
possess the effective capacity of a conjuror, feign an annoying snobbish-

there is certainly no lack of individuals who, though they refuse to dedi-
cate themselves to vulgar works, on the grounds that they themselves are 
artistic writers (  純文學者), are actually afraid of com-
paring themselves with the able penmanship of popular writers (
sakka 大衆作家), or who, when they write their works, do not engage in 

42 

 技巧) and a virtuoso technique 
that are not pure exhibition and release but a hidden brilliance that is also relevant to 
writing, whether pure literature ( ) or popular writing ( ), 
yet that is is often viewed with arrogance even by those who acknowledge the truth 
of art. 

STAGE PRESENCE AND SELF-AWARENESS

Such mastery in the art of the stage (that is, of the body and its gestures) shows not 
only in movement itself but, even more impressively, in the immobility of a simple 
photographic pose:

 技巧), given 
市川壽美藏

with geta
same time, there was something different. I didn’t know how to explain 
the difference, so I looked more carefully: from minimal angulations of 
the hands or the feet—like the bend of the elbow or the expression of 

be seated in a distracted way, in effect he was following the dictates of 
the Kabuki with due sagacity, so that each single fold of the kimono was 
different, although naturally so.43

Again, in the face of an actor in silence on stage, or appearing as a mute appari-
tion in a scene, Tanizaki notes that the artist is aware of his own stage presence. 
Indeed, mastery of knowing how to present or exhibit oneself on stage is subtle but 
palpable: 

42. TJZ 20, pp. 422–423.
43. TJZ 20, pp. 416–417.
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About ten years ago, a friend of mine brought together various young 
shingeki actors and experimented with the cinematography of pure art. 
At the time those actors were marked as the new faces who knew the 
most about the arts and literature, and they were also serious individu-
als who interpreted with enthusiasm only selected dramas of top quality, 

the good quality of the director in the stage direction and the plot are of 
secondary importance, and that more than any other thing, in the faces 

the time, it was common practice to call the actors one by one onto the 
stage in front of the camera and present them. Nevertheless, even in the 
simple act of presenting themselves in front of the spectators without 
speaking or reciting, since they are actors, the movement of their eyes 
should be particular and something in their faces should show ability and 
charm. For example, . . . when the chanter ( 太夫) is in pose 
in front of the bookstand and has not yet begun to pronounce a word, the 
atmosphere becomes charged with such sensations that the public holds 
its breath. Just as, when one comes into contact with old warriors who 

of horses become perceptible to eyes and ears, so in the case of artists 
(geinin 藝人) there is something in their faces peculiar only to them, 
which gives the perception of the atmosphere of the theater or of the yose 
(storytellers’ hall).44 

The richness and power of the art are therefore expressed not only in action on stage, 
and not only in the movements of music and dance, but also in the limpid neutral-
ity found in the absence of action—and in the moments before performance and 
exhibition.

To illustrate, Tanizaki cites a Western actor in the framework of the cinema—an 
art that does not have the immediacy of live stage presence: Paul Wegener (1874–

, The Golem, 
and :

If, as in the Kabuki or the opera, some parts are transposed into dance 

dramatize such a supernatural and mysterious world without using the 
power of music and dance, reciting with naturalness, without any form 
of hyperbole. If the actor who recites the part is inept, the result is some-
thing absurd and unbelievable. Wegener performs those arduous roles in 
a really enthralling way, without ever losing the tenor and the depth of 
a high-class work. His interpretation was different from the  (腹
藝, literally, “belly art/performance”) of the Oriental school, but even 
though he did not make a minimalist gesture that stood out, with his pres-
ence on the screen clouds of terror were stirred up, around his body an 

44. TJZ 20, p. 425.
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impression of a “character who arrived in a land of dreams,” leading 
you to believe that if a human being had to appear in the world it could 
not have been otherwise. At the beginning I thought that Western actors, 
aside from the power of art (gei 藝), must have had preparation and a 

types. And Wegener did manage to carry out a performing art of that 
kind because he fully understood the meaning of those high-level works: 

ude 腕), perhaps it was an 
effect of “mind/head” (頭). 

thing is the art (gei 藝)! It is not about understanding with the mind: if 
one does not get there through art, it is all a pack of lies. To obtain those 

his body with the art of such “cowardly” dexterity: in the German art of 
the theater, there must be a secular tradition and a training method on 
which it is founded. Neither knowledge nor natural disposition should be 
neglected, but for an actor the most important thing is to accumulate ex-
periences in various sorts of situations and adopt the “secret” of the stage. 
Only in this way can one demonstrate mastery in what one does and ar-
rive at a level at which one plays the role without any effort at all.45

A juxtaposition thus reemerges between comprehension of the art piece, of the 
character and of the role, by means of one’s “head” (i.e., interpreting the character 
through mental understanding and intellectual reconstruction) and an alternative, 

through strategies and dexterity passed down from tradition and practice. This op-
position would seem once again to translate into a distance between modernity/
the West (modern theater and the cinema) and tradition/the East (the Kabuki and 

-
pearances and in other arts). Once again the importance of training and experience 
on stage (in various situations within the theater and dramaturgy) resurfaces, from 
expressive and natural realism to the dimensions of fantasy, mystery, and hyperbole, 
whether through dance or through other expressive manifestations.

THE DESTINY AND MANY FACETS OF THE ARTS

here and there, Tanizaki also latches onto the theme of art’s sense and destiny: 

gei 藝), and the 
feeling of respect for this “art,” therefore slowly decline in each of the 
artistic sectors from now on? On this subject, I recently came across 

45. TJZ 20, pp. 423–424.
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something that strikes me a bit when I see the word “Art” (  藝
術). The characters that make up the term , even if sometimes 

meaning analogous to the current one, which is, needless to say, under 

“artistic education” ( ) even in the elementary schools in 
the country or in girls’ schools, rather than “Art” ( ) and “artist” 
( ), then the concepts of “art” (gei) and “man of art” (geinin) are 
those that are perceived as being nobler.46

As partly anticipated above, here one of the central reasons for the entire conversa-
tion emerges: namely, the distinction between  (“Art” in modern Western 
terms) and gei (“art” in its traditional Japanese forms).

If one emphasizes the necessity and value of art  as cited above, by consider-
ing it to be technique (a set of techniques), one must nevertheless not neglect other 
elements. This is so because as a technique art is fed by the shrewdness of the 
masters’ tradition, by thorough training in the various disciplines of screen play, by 

the senses and through experience. Yet such art also embodies a sense of maturity, 
-

sion of one’s own virtuosity in order to achieve a sober aridity, a lightness, a heed-
less dominance of the decline that comes with aging and the passage of time.

broadens his dialogue to address Ueda Akinari’s (1734–1809) prose literature and 

If one reads the  (Tales of Moonlight and Rain) by 

the  (Stories of Spring Rains), one is even more 

master of literature had lived more than seventy years, surpassing the 
luxurious expression of maturity, and was able to make the pen glide with 

did not worry too much about composing an admirable text or elaborate 

charm. From beneath the patina of time, despite the rust, the sumptuous 
elements of the Ugetsu era glitter on the bottom like burnished silver, as 
when one looks at the tears in an old piece of frayed gold brocade. One 

from a progressive and active spirit, which says that the more one ages 
the livelier he is, or that no matter how old you get you never stop looking 
for new discoveries. A diligent, obstinate spirit that does not know the 
meaning of rest in which to hesitate, insatiable, may be frequent among 
Westerners. Orientals, however, come to understand the plan of the 

46. TJZ 20, p. 429.
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nothing more can be done, trusting a body that continues to age and waste 

more than a skeleton that moved. . . . Besides, as a result of the fact 
that his body no longer responded freely, his gestures were approximate, 
essential, even lazy. Yet in the effect of art that resulted from long months 
and years of practice, in those uncertain movements and that slowness 
of rhythm, he showed himself to be charged with indescribable prowess 

that point where, from the depths of the soul, serenity is released, and so, 
whatever he did on stage, or also when he did nothing, it spontaneously 

of the performance itself, enjoyment consisted in the expression and the 
gei 藝). . . . What still remains 

vividly impressed on my memory is not so much the image of an intense, 

brought me to exclaim, “When a great artist withers, thus he reaches this 
level!”47

Here the power and charm of decanting well-aged techniques are lucidly depicted. 
Through the loss of liveliness and freshness they actually gain attractiveness, light-
ness, and sobriety, cloaking themselves in an elegance that is no longer solicited but 
that rises up naturally and spontaneously. This is the indescribable taste of art that 
originates from a life’s devotion.

Dexterity versus sobriety can thus be added to the chain of juxtapositions that 
constitute a double pathway in the Japanese conception of aesthetics: the brilliance 
of gaudy exhibition is contrasted with the burnished sheen of ingrained artistry, the 
show of masterful glitz is contrasted with the indifference and serenity of the aged 
virtuoso, and so on. The fascination (of the sequence) of the latter terms, being 
aesthetically suffused and tinged, offers a calm and serene enjoyment that is less 
aggressive and enthralling than the pleasure elicited by youthful dexterity, but that 
nevertheless produces sensations of deeply touching, intense emotion. The fact that 
the traditional Japanese arts encompass this “approximate, essential, even lazy” ap-

for a story or a drama that is tragically intense, emotional and teary, rather than for 
the brilliant wit of a comedy.48 

At this point, Tanizaki addresses the idea of the effect produced by the arts—
in other words, their consolation value (nagusami). He begins by discussing the 
arts’ portrayal of nature, nature’s relationship with man, and man’s ever-comforting 
return to the natural world. Within the man-nature relationship, man’s soul appears 

suffering. As if due to an effect of the arts, this process begins, above all, with the 

47. TJZ 20, pp. 421–422.
48. TJZ 20, pp. 432–433.
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such a way that it allows him to transcend daily life and the tormenting problems 
of existence.

on the perturbations of existence in a script bears witness to the limpid spirit of that 
artist, who nevertheless manages to put serenity into a gaze—or into a song about 

in the displays of nature (shizen no  自然の風物); when he is sad, 

chirping of birds, seem sad. Thus if these cures for vulgar human exis-
tence do not eat away at the spirit—if he looks at corollas of a thousand 
colors and is immediately touched by the beauty of those hues, if he con-
templates the radiant light of a serene sky and his heart suddenly jolts in 
his breast—isn’t this perhaps a sign that he has the heart of a child? Today 
there is the tendency to think that literature that doesn’t come up to the 
level of reality is not real literature, whereas the truth is that sometimes it 

and rest in an individual universe.49

And again, in distinguishing between art that looks intently at life and at its concrete 
manifestations (such as current affairs) and art that instead manages to free itself and 

not a cowardly escape but a possible pathway to humble dedication and discipline, 
and thus to pureness and consolation:

In the common thought of the literary world of today, it is taken for grant-
ed that the literature that escapes reality is cowardly. Yet that point of 

function of our literature was to make people forget the labors of the vul-
gar human world. I believe that even the literature of the Western school 

Oriental literature is to be ostracized; I believe that both can live together 

 花鳥風月) 
and in the nature of placid clouds and wild cranes (kan’un yakaku 閑雲
野鶴), in a broad sense there is nothing that is not reality: we Orientals in 
particular feel intimate with the phenomena of the natural world, in which 
we rediscover the birthplace of our spirit. And thanks to this we forget, 
if just for a moment, the discomfort of human life and the stimulation of 
daily events. . . . Also, if we consider how this attitude becomes deeply 

49. TJZ 20, pp. 439–440.
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50 

Here Tanizaki reveals the distance between (1) a modern vision that reclaims 
art’s dialectic relationship with politics and society and condemns withdrawal into 
the self and into purely aesthetic themes, and (2) the reevaluation of an art faithful 
to the “Oriental” tradition of humble professional devotion, even translating itself 
into a gaze which turns toward the past. In particular, Tanizaki defends the latter and 
exalts art’s spirit of consolation (nagusami), which seems ever more alive, vital, and 
necessary for present-day society:

invents new beauty by moving from that, and in literature that, consider-

to that concept throughout the passage of time. Whereas with something 
new it is easy enough to move an audience, thanks to the diversity of the 

footsteps of the ancients. . . . For these reasons, even though it is an ardu-
ous task to exceed the ancients by looking for models from the past, the 
attempt has its interesting aspects for the artist.51

In a contrast brought to extreme proportions by the artistic, aesthetic debate of the 
-

proach within a literature that seems to look to the past and within one that is open 
only to novelty and innovation, and to the urgencies of current affairs.

Despite the distance between the past and the present, Tanizaki discerns the 
value of reiterating what has already been said, pursuing antique models, revisiting 
ancient themes. For Tanizaki, art is not just the research and display of a singular 
personality; rather, art draws from the past, without a lively juxtaposition between 
tradition and innovation:

In most recent times, I feel that the task of the artist is not to express 
-

the self be displayed in a way that is barely perceptible; in other words, 

be completely eliminated by the important results of the ancients. . . . 

all enjoyment for oneself, then is it not true, perhaps, that there should 
not be contraindications in that sense? Apart from the pleasure of he who 

50. TJZ 20, p. 440.
51. TJZ 20, p. 441.
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enjoys, if one considers the question from the point of view of he who 

52

Moreover, in an era when readers were increasingly limited to young people 
with a literary background, Tanizaki seems inclined toward art that is aimed at a 
mature public:

For me, that way of seeing is in radical contrast to the modern concep-
tion of “Art” (  藝術觀), and I have a sort of fear about my 
inclination, day after day, in that direction. . . . Thinking about it care-
fully, one could say that in contemporary Japan almost no literature ex-
ists that is read by adults, that is literature for the elderly. . . . Those who 
read contemporary Japanese literature—in particular the so-called pure 
literature—are well-read young people between eighteen or nineteen 
years old and their thirties. . . . Yet when someone like me, by now near 

not without a sense of sadness. Furthermore, I put myself in the shoes of 
the reader; I cannot help but think that there must be something missing 
in contemporary literature if there is nothing worth reading aside from 

from youth through old age, one seeks comfort (ian 慰安) now and then, 
savoring them by the light of a lamp, and which one never tires of as life 
companions. Men in the learning phase read, but when they approach the 
idle months of incipient old age, they begin to want, above all, touching 
and sober writings. In those moments, they want to read literature that 
compensates them for the pains of the half-lifetime already passed and 
that makes them forget the regrets of the old age that will come—in other 
words, literature which, weighed against their past existence, makes them 
think that everything went well, that the events of the world, joys and 

a sort of tranquillity and faith. This is what I mean by “literature that 
discovers the birthplace of the soul.”53

In Tanizaki’s opinion, the distance between the modern writer and the artist who 

his defense of literature that looks to the past, and that may even appear to be escap-
ist, as follows: 

-

 literature that looks to the past

52. TJZ 20, pp. 441–442.
53. TJZ 20, pp. 442–444.
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development of societal progress; but seen from another perspective, is 
the incessant stimulation of the human soul and endangering of the status 
quo really the task of art? For Westerners, who usually wish to adhere 
exclusively to reality, perhaps there are no other pathways for change, but 

Zhuangzi, even though we live in a world of violent tensions, I believe 
that it is natural to put aside in one’s breast days and months of serenity. 
… It is good to use literature to provide a tool for debate, but is it perhaps 
not true that in the world of today, with the renovation of politics and the 
social system, suffering nevertheless continues to increase? We do noth-We do noth-
ing else but advance, spurred on the entire year by the cry for renovation: 
and yet, behaving in this way, what kind of happiness do we ever expect? 
In any way that the world may change, dissatisfaction will still exist, and 
so the time when everyone will be happy may never come.54

the artist’s political position in the present day. At the same time, however, almost 
ridiculing and reorganizing the presumed heroic positions of rebellion and protest of 
contemporary artists, he evokes the condition of the “man of art” in eras that were 
more brutal and perilous. And so the artist’s continually dangerous position during 
the sengoku (Warring States) period seems much riskier to him.55

When faced with such life-threatening situations, as the writer Akutagawa 

total dedication to the arts:

It is thus shrewder, before it is impossible to turn back, to try from the 
start to avoid the attention of the world and take on the attitude of he who 
sings the wind and the moon. . . . If we are able to shrug off the preten-
tious label of “artist” and hide ourselves in the city as “artisans” who ad-
dress the people, this might be the way toward an easier and more secure 

an inevitable choice if one considers that there are circumstances which 
make that more appropriate. What is more, it seems to me that it suits the 
nihilism of Oriental artists who, though feigning an apparent meanness 
toward the standard of “oppressed servants,” delight in ironic observation 
while in their hearts they ridicule the valiant heroes of the empire.56

54. TJZ 20, pp. 445–446.
55. ), at the 

mercy of the power relations between the warlords, who were potential patrons but also oppressors, 
Tanizaki cites the episode of the collaborative poetry ( ) of Akechi Mitsuhide (Samanosuke) with 

TJZ 20, pp. 447–-448. 
56. JZ 20, pp. 448–449.
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In this relationship between artist and the powerful, between artist and the public, 
Tanizaki thus holds that it would be suitable and useful if the artist were to reassume 
his simple position as a humble artisan: 

Therefore, in conclusion, . . . I believe that lowering oneself to a simple 
artisan (geinin), given that this does not involve forcing or constriction, 
is a good thing. . . . Courting the masses and courting the powerful is 

dedication, according to one’s own artistic conscience, without worrying 
about large audiences. If the people do not understand, one will resign 

will realize that one’s art (gei) is not particularly deserving of notice in 
comparison to the performances of the ancients, and that one will inevi-
tably remain entombed in anonymity as before; without a grudge toward 
men and without contempt for the world, one will enjoy one’s work for 
itself. . . . Essentially, through “art” (gei) one sets forth along a sort of 
road toward supreme wisdom. This is certainly not a very easy journey, 
but if he actually manages to reach that destination, even a “man of art” 
(geinin) is not entirely despicable.

In the past, beginning with the Tokugawa period, . . . those who 
dealt with pure art ( ), whether they were actors or artists or 
novelists (gesakusha 戯作者), had a low social position. Actors in par-
ticular were scorned as “beggars from the dry riverbed,” and the men of 
art themselves sank down into that state. This low consideration perhaps 
seemed unfair, but depending on one’s point of view, it may be consid-
ered correct. Indeed, beginning with the Meiji period, people started to 
look at “Art” ( ) as something mysteriously sacred and hieratic; 
political themes and social problems were dealt with by novelists and 
playwrights, whereas in the past there had been no possibility that a clear 
concept of Art ( ) could exist at a common level, and it was even 
more unlikely that men of art (geinin) and novelists (gesakusha) would 
express their opinions about political themes. Naturally I do not maintain 
that it is bad to look at Art ( ) as something sacred; nevertheless, 
only individuals who suffer along this road for many years really begin 
to understand the ultimate essence of Art ( ): is it not perhaps im-
possible to expect this of society in general? . . . The sacredness of Art 
( ) is preserved because only the artist in his environment knows 
the situation on the inside of this ivory tower, whereas if cats and wooden 

), one 
gets the opposite effect.57 

detachment, enveloped in an aura of sacredness that also needs to be preserved, even 
if it is not taken to an extreme. 

57. TJZ 20, pp. 449–451.
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Tanizaki also questions the validity and the competence of art critics. This 
of course touches on the crux of the relationship between artist and critic—namely, 
the problem of technical competence and the ability to comprehend what motivates 
art:

According to what the painter Yasuda Yukihiko states, among those who 

painting. They put together various arguments, which from the viewpoint 
of the creator are all off track; thus the author gets no joy from being 
praised and feels no fear of being scorned, though in the same situation 
the judgments of an expert are like brushstrokes that he gathers one by 
one and from which illuminating indications or guiding ideas can some-
times be drawn. Therefore, the only ones who really suggest something 
that can be advantageous to the painter are the specialists. . . . The fact 
that the nonspecialists will never be able to know the efforts and failures 
of the writer is a cause of pride and pleasure for the author. . . . It is a good 
thing that the artist ( ) remains loyal to Art ( ) through 

political administrators through and through. . . . In actual fact, doesn’t 
one perhaps notice a tendency through which, as much as the sacredness 
of the arts ( ) is broadly recognized, the true value of Art ( ) 
has declined? Is it not perhaps true that, as in the past, when artists (gei-

) are scorned or persecuted, they commit themselves with greater 
seriousness?58 

Tanizaki also reminds us of how little importance was traditionally attributed to 
the Oriental artisan. In this way he reverses the scale of values to the artist’s disad-

position of detachment and humility, leaving recognition of the sublime value and 
necessity of the arts to those who really have the sensitivity to do so: 

In our country, Art ( ) was placed on a level inferior to politics, 
religion, knowledge, and commerce, and on a worldly level I believe this 
is correct. Treatment that is favorable to artists ( ) is naturally 

not entirely advantageous to the arts (gei). . . . However much one may 
say that now the situation has changed, today, as in the past, one can 

)—compared to those who engage in 
other professions—is sensitive, feminine, and cowardly. . . . However 
cowardly an artist ( ) may be, not until he contents himself with 
his own natural sphere of activities and polishes his own art (gei) will he 
be motivated to have no fear for his own life: if it is for the sake of art 
(gei
death. This is the courage of the artist ( ). . . . One cannot help 

58. TJZ 20, pp. 451–452.
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but conclude that, if one really has a lot of free time, it is more intelligent 
to dedicate oneself with zeal to the way of the arts (geid  藝道).

As
himself from what he has said, imbuing everything, even himself and his own argu-
ments, with the irony that distinguishes him. Thus what seem to be solid convictions 
are transformed into ravings of the moment—the singular position of a middle-aged 
writer, intentionally “conservative” and “antiquated.” But it is only a pose, the pose 
of an artist who is mature and wise, and who is ironic about the present and the 
future of the arts, in his own country and in the world, knowing that such ideas will 
become stronger with the passage of time: 

This discussion about the arts (gei) has terminated by deviating toward 
other routes and transforming itself into idle talk without beginning or 

-
haps contemporary artists ( ) should respect the arts (gei) a little 

state of mind that is a bit closer to the men of art (geinin) from the past. I 
believe that it would not be a bad thing if a similar disposition of the soul 
were ostracized, especially today.

Nevertheless, I myself, who have articulated all these arguments, 
am evidently lacking in the virtue of humility. If I were a man of art 
(geinin), I would stay immersed in my work without saying anything. To 
be honest, as I have already said, it is not that I myself am completely 
convinced by these ideas of mine, and I also partly have the impression 

imagine that from now on, with the passing of the years, despite myself I 
will tend to be inclined more and more toward those opinions. When they 
get to my age, even the young who laugh at my intolerance will probably 
discover some points on which they will agree with me.59

59. TJZ 20, pp. 452–454.
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Translating Imaginary into Images: Manji

MARIA ROBERTA NOVIELLI

-

-

-
-

-

-
-

-

Amateur Club Amachua kurabu
The Beaches of Katsushika Katsushika sunako The Night of the Doll Fes-
tival Hinamatsuri no yoru The Splendor of the Moon Tsuki no kagayaki

The Lasciviousness of the Viper Jasei no in

-

-
In Praise of Shadows In’ei raisan
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-

-

Manji 

-
The Berlin Affair  

-

rhythm in the 

1

Cahiers du Cinéma



MANJI

Manji These 

Red Angel Akai tenshi
The Tattoo Irezumi -

Manji
The 

False Student Nise daigakusei Thousand 
Cranes Senbazuru Blind Beast Moj

A Fool’s 
Love Chijin no ai

-

-

MANJI, WOMEN, ART, AND DEATH

-

-

-

-

-



manji 萬字 is an equi-
lateral cross with its arms bent at right angles 卍

2

manji -
-

3

manji is their common obsession with the woman’s 

4 women 

Manji

-

-

wakibotoke

Onibaba Manji



MANJI

-

-

-

-

known amour fou

-
Manji

-



thanatos

-

manji
 to tell anyone about their relation-
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Tanizaki’s Naomi and Nabokov’s Lolita:

A Comparative Essay

PAUL MCCARTHY

To someone interested in both Japanese and American literature, the comparative 

-

most irresistible appeal. Each stands in the very front rank of the novelists of his 

-

riety in a number of genres. And each is known to the general public for allegedly 

scandalous works centering on the theme of sexual obsession. Nabokov’s Lolita was 

offerings, after having been rejected by major American publishers due to the al-

leged immorality and perversity of its content.
1
 It took several years for this modern 

classic to be published by mainline publishers in England and America. Similarly, 

Tanizaki had frequent problems with the censors, ranging from interference with his 

early (and to present-day eyes) completely innocuous Itansha no kanashimi in the 

2
 to the suppression of The Makioka Sisters (Sasameyuki) 

to its lack of nationalistic, militaristic content.
3
 But the closest parallel to Nabokov’s 

problems with Lolita The Key 
(Kagi).  led to critical charges of ob-

scenity, so Tanizaki decided to alter and abbreviate his original storyline as he com-

, has said, we will 

never know what Tanizaki’s originally planned novel would have been like, though 

it surely would have surpassed in boldness the already daring The Key that we now 

have.

TWO WRITERS

If the points of resemblance between these two great novelists are striking, however, 

so are their differences. Tanizaki was an edokko, a true Tokyoite, despite his love 

of and long residence in Kansai. He was intensely Japanese, not in a strained, self-

conscious, ideological way but quite naturally, as one who had been born, raised, 

and educated in Japan, worked as a writer there all his life, and never left it save 

for short trips to not-too-distant Korea (then a Japanese colony) and China in the 

1. For an account of the genesis of Lolita and its complicated publishing history, see Nabokov’s essay 

Lolita
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brink of emotional collapse, Tanizaki never made a serious attempt to visit Europe 

or America. His knowledge of those continents was gained from extensive reading, 

and from those elements of contemporary Western culture that had been exported to 

and taken root in Japan.

Nakamura Mitsuo, in his early, full-length study of Tanizaki, points to the lim-

-

ism.”
6
 As a lover of literature and a professional writer, Tanizaki had a broad knowl-

Stendhal, Wilde, and Hardy into Japanese, deriving ideas for the plot of A Portrait 
of Shunkin ( ) from Hardy’s Barbara of the House of Grebe.

7
 Similarly, 

Wilde’s story The Sphinx without a Secret was the inspiration for Tanizaki’s own, 

very different story The Secret (Himitsu).  Thus there can be no question as to the 

breadth and depth of Tanizaki’s knowledge of modern Western literature. 

Nakamura’s criticism, however, points beyond literature, to more general cul-

ture. He argues (I think convincingly) that Tanizaki’s view of the West is one-sided 

and distorted. Apart from modern literature, there are almost no references in Ta-

nizaki’s work to the West’s great tradition or high culture. Western religion, philoso-

phy, political and economic theory are barely mentioned; or, if they appear, they are 

reduced to decorative motifs or consciously distorted. Examples of this last would 

Western goddess” in Tanizaki’s Childhood Years ( ),  and his use of the 

provides the climax to Mr. Bluemound (Aozuka-shi no hanashi).
By contrast, Nabokov was a child of several cultures: born in imperial Russia, 

his family to Western Europe at the time of the Bolshevik Revolution, attended 

-

made a living as a lecturer in Russian language and literature at various East Coast, 

largely Ivy League, universities.

highly polished, elegant, and idiosyncratic English it was. Although he complained 

of the loss he suffered by being forced to write in a foreign tongue, he is known as a 

consummate stylist in his adopted language. Like Tanizaki, he was exceedingly well 

read in the literature of several cultures—though these were all within Nabokov’s 
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-

ers, he felt no urgent necessity to immerse himself in the literature of an alien civili-

zation: Western writers did not feel compelled to devote themselves to Eastern cul-

The situation of Japanese, along with all other Asian intellectuals and litterateurs, 

was very different: they could adopt, adapt to, or react against Western culture, but 

they could not ignore it. Its impact on their own societies was too overwhelming to 

permit that option.

We must grant, then, in light of the above, that a simple comparison of the 

“multi-culturalism” of a Nabokov and a Tanizaki is by its very nature unfair, with 

the scales weighted heavily in favor of the Western party, who is familiar with sev-

eral cultures within his own very broad European tradition, yet who may be ignorant 

of and indifferent to the equally broad stream of Asian civilization. The scales are 

thus weighted against the Eastern party, who as a matter of course has knowledge 

of several strands within Asian civilization (Buddhist, Confucian, Japanese nativist, 

for example) but must also confront and somehow master the very different tradi-

tions of the West and, in addition, “modernity.”

What Nakamura is demanding of the modern Japanese intellectual is that he 

come to terms with the roots -

the whole range of cultural standpoints extending back two to three thousand years), 

and not just with “modern Western civilization,” especially as reduced to its more 

comparably serious encounter with the West in general, or any particular Western 

land and culture, in the writings of Tanizaki.

Nabokov, in contrast, engages many aspects of the various Western cultures he 

have found his comments on ideological and intellectual matters jejune,
11

 he at least 

addresses a wide range of ideas that have been powerful in the modern world. His 

contempt for Marxism-Leninism is perhaps predictable, given his own background, 

supporter of the sort of liberal humanist policies associated with mainstream British 

and American politics (at least until very recently). Religion is not the subject of cat-

egorical statements, but its capacity for abuse by fanatics and hypocrites is acknowl-

it as a reductive pseudo-science and dubbing its founder “Dr. Fraud.” In the sphere 

of literature, he attacks those whom he views as overrated “middle-brow” writ-

ers, whose common characteristic is a tendency toward realistic description coupled 

with an interest in “ideas” (precisely corresponding to Japanese ) and literature 
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as a vehicle for those ideas. His impressive blacklist includes the likes of Balzac, 

Dostoyevsky, and Thomas Mann. Nabokov thus addresses, even if only incidentally, 

When it comes to popular culture, however, the two great writers have simi-

lar interests and approaches. Tanizaki delights in what remains of traditional Edo 

townsman culture: the Kabuki; foods like tofu, sushi, and sashimi prepared by spe-

cialty shops; and the like. He also delights in the fashionable contemporary culture 

of the West then being imported into Japan: spats and derbies; roast beef with “real 

Worcester sauce,” as he makes a point of remarking; absinthe, champagne, and co-

gnac; and (very prominently) moving pictures.
12

 He not only enjoyed seeing early 

the popular art form for modern 

this little-known aspect of his work.
13

 Thus, at least up to his middle years, Tanizaki 

was a devotee of contemporary popular culture; and his utter lack of snobbism and 

 (popu-

culture provides a backdrop for his semi-comic novel Naomi (  ai), which 

we will be examining in more detail shortly. 

Nabokov, for his part, makes rich use of American popular culture in Lolita. 

the fringes of academia, whose involvement with the heroine leads to an Odyssey-

like trip across America, focusing on its tourist sites/sights, its motels, fast-food 

joints, and institutions of learning, both higher and lower. Like Nabokov himself, 

one suspects, Humbert Humbert is fascinated, thrilled, and appalled by the spectacle 

Naomi (Humbert is 

for irony and even parody. Lolita is not satire, Nabokov himself tells us, since satire 

implies a reformative urge, which he claims to have none of vis-à-vis America. If 

Tanizaki’s sensibility is essentially bourgeois (that of the Edo/Tokyo shitamachi 
townsman), Nabokov’s is patrician (that of the rich, aristocratic class into which he 

was born). In terms of style, the interplay between Humbert’s European learned/

pedantic, consciously aesthetic language and the middle-brow-striving-after-high-

culture tone of Mrs. Charlotte Haze or the vividly vulgar slang of her daughter 

Lolita is one of the great charms of the novel. 

TWO NOVELS

To turn now to the two novels that are our principal concerns, in Tanizaki’s Naomi, 

12. For an account of Tanizaki’s exposure to popular culture, both Japanese and Western, in his childhood 
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begins to live with her. The relationship changes greatly over time: when they meet, 

 

-

ply to take charge of the child and look after her. . . . I was motivated by sympathy 

for her.”  His motives, then, are not immediately sexual. Yet he is thinking of the fu-

ture. Immediately after his declaration of sympathy for the child, he remarks, “The 

best approach would be to bring a girl like Naomi into my home and patiently watch 

her grow. Later, if I liked what I saw, I could take her for my wife.”
16

 In the mean-

time, however, “Naomi and I would play house, like children.”
17

indeed literally “play”—at tag, “horsey,” and blindman’s buff. A stay at the seaside 

-

mi baths; and a year or so later, when the girl is sixteen, the relationship becomes 

sexual. By now, each seems committed to the other, and a legal marriage takes place, 

though this is kept secret. Although the two are oddly matched, very different in 

age, background, and education, there is nothing legally or morally wrong in their 

relationship, at least on a formal level. Moreover, the element which is shocking to 

a Western readership—raising a young girl with an eye to marrying her—is a motif 

familiar to Japanese readers from their great classic , in which the 

a demonstrable classical precedent, and that of the highest order.

Nabokov’s Humbert Humbert follows a similar path in his relationship with 

Humbert comes across his ideal not in a cafe, where men in fact went to look for 

female companionship, but in the child’s own middle-class home in a New Eng-

She is the “type” that he has spent his whole life in quest of. A ripe eroticism of 

kneeling, turning about on her knees, there was my Riviera love peering at me 

over dark glasses. It was the same child—the same frail, honey-hued shoulders, 

the same silky supple bare back, the same chestnut head of hair. A polka-dotted 

handkerchief tied around her chest hid from my ageing ape eyes, but not from the 

gaze of young memory, the juvenile breasts I had fondled one immortal day. . . . I 

Ibid., p. 6.

16. Ibid., p. 7.

17. Ibid.

For a detailed discussion of the parallels between  and 
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paused; and those puerile hips on which I had kissed the crenellated imprint left by 

the band of her shorts.”

The shift from these erotic imaginings to Humbert’s own brand of active “play” 

is accomplished in a matter of days, scandalously but amusingly. Lolita gets a speck 

in her eye, and Dr. Humbert is on the spot: “Held her roughly by the shoulders, then 

tenderly by the temples, and turned her about. ‘It’s right there,’ she said, ‘I can feel 

it.’ ‘Swiss peasant would use the tip of her tongue.’ ‘Lick it out?’ ‘Yeth. Shly try?’ 

‘Sure,’ she said. . . . Bending toward her warm upturned russet face, sombre Hum-

once.”

This rake’s progress is interrupted when Lolita’s mother, herself in love with 

Humbert, sends her daughter to summer camp to get her out of the way. Humbert 

marries the mother to be close to the daughter, but a tragicomic accident removes the 

mother from the scene. Now Humbert is in the position of foster father; and when, 

shortly after beginning a long journey with his new stepdaughter, he consummates 

the relationship, he is guilty not only of statutory rape (for Lolita is much too young 

to give informed consent) but also of quasi-incest. The sharp consciousness of both 

legal and moral guilt casts its shadow over the bulk of the novel, complicating and 

darkening the scenes of both lyric-erotic passion and parodic comedy. Nabokov’s 

more unsettling ambiguities. 

The two heroines, again, are alike in some respects but very different in other, 

-

a “caged bird,”
21

 “an alert dog,”
22

 “a wild animal,”
23

 and an “unruly colt.”  Later, 

 “this despicable slut.”
26

 When at last he decides to 

throw her out, his description runs: “Naomi looked like evil incarnate as she stood 

27
 And so he 

beats her, calling her “Dog! Fiend!” as he drives her from his house. 

But within an hour or two, his feelings begin to change radically: “Little by 

little, the loathsomeness changed into an unfathomable beauty. . . . [Her face] was 

evil incarnate . . . and at the same time it was all the beauty of her body and spirit 

21. p. 6, 21.

22. 

23. 

Ibid., p. 163.

26. 

27. 
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elevated to its highest level. . . . How could I have turned on that awesome god-

dess?”  Here, what some critics have termed Tanizaki’s diabolism (akumashugi) 

biased judgement of Naomi) renders the other more beautiful. Instead of condemn-

ing or despising the other, the self kneels down in worship. This self-abasement 

expresses itself concretely in masochistic, fetishistic terms that are also regarded as 

typical of Tanizaki: “In the excess of my love, I got down on all fours and crawled 

even now. And then . . . I went upstairs, took out her old clothes, piled them on my 

back, put her socks on my hands, and crawled around that room too.”  Continuing 

religious sense of gratitude.”

through very much on her terms this time. In this, the last section of the novel, an-

other descriptive motif that was present from the beginning now emerges with new 

body in a powerful halo, setting her off from the pitch-darkness around her.”
31

 Her 

skin, “a pure, vivid white,”
32

 is kept free from hair by careful shaving, a novel prac-

33
 Moreover, 

under the new regime, Naomi declares that “from now on, I’m going to spend my 

Then there is the matter of residence. Naomi insists on living on the Bluff in Yoko-

hama, in “a Western house on a street where Westerners live,” properly equipped 

with bedroom, dining room, cook, and houseboy.

Naomi, of course, gets the kind of life she wants, spending her days as a lady of 

leisure. After she has applied “white makeup to her entire body,” she goes out with 

new friends with names like McConnell, Dugan, and Eustace. “She seems strangely 

Western as she goes around spouting English and making herself agreeable to the 

-

 The reader 

will be smiling at this, but the narrator-protagonist is ready for that. Laugh or draw a 

is still madly in love with his twenty-three-year-old Naomi. It is—in a Tanizakian 

sense, certainly—a kind of happy ending.

Ibid., p. 173.

Ibid., p. 176.

31. Ibid., p. 221.

32. 

33. Ibid., p. 226.

Ibid., p. 237.
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being founded not on a fancied resemblance to an exotic movie-star but on a resem-

Annabel Lee, which also celebrates 

She was a child and I was a child / In this 

morbid passion on the part of her lover, thus resembling the ending of Nabokov’s 

marriage to his thirteen-year-old cousin—life and art mirroring one another in com-

plex ways.) Humbert goes on through the long years of youth and middle age always 

seeking another Annabel Leigh. And with the years, what must have once been a 

pure, youthful passion becomes—to the eye of the reader from the very beginning, 

and ultimately to the eye of Humbert himself—a neurotic obsession, tawdry, per-

verse, and destructive.

Thus, in Lolita -

worshipful celebration of the “nymphet”—a very young nymph, one of those beau-

tiful, mysterious female deities who dwelt among the woods and streams of ancient 

as classical literary antecedents.

America), and her lively, slangy speech, her casual-to-the-point-of-sloppiness dress, 

and her impudent, wayward manner are described in loving detail. But through it 

sees her on a Sunday morning, dressed in pink, with rouged lips, and “holding in 

her hollowed hands a beautiful, banal, Eden-red apple”
36

—Eve tempting Adam in 

the person of Dr. Humbert. Later, when he has succeeded in having sex with her, he 

insists that it was she who seduced him (though he had, of course, drugged her and 

a little Lesbian. . . . I feigned supreme stupidity and had her have her way.”
37

 

-

ing Lolita the seductress. His pose is, for much of the book, that of the sensitive, 

basically decent, if rather weak-willed, lover/victim: “I am not really concerned 

with so-called ‘sex’ at all,” he assures us.  “I insist upon proving that I am not, and 

never was, and never could have been, a brutal scoundrel. The gentle and dreamy 

regions through which I crept were the patrimonies of poets—not crime’s prowl-

ing ground.”  This is special pleading with a vengeance, and Humbert is the arch-

36. 

37. 

Ibid., p. 133.

Ibid., p. 131.
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American youngster that she is, she has already lost her maidenhood by age twelve 

that band of boy-rivals whom he comes to fear and loathe, and whom he character-

young beasts in loud shirts and coats . . . gangling, golden-haired high school uglies, 

all muscles and gonorrhea.”  

All along, Humbert is in fear of a rival, though that rival turns out to be not 

narrative from early on. During their second cross-country journey, Lolita escapes 

from Humbert to run off with Clare Quilty. Humbert is in despair, and devotes three 

become the faded young wife, poor and pregnant, of a decent, working-class hus-

band (not the licentious Clare Quilty, who has used and then abandoned her). In a 

time, and feels remorse and something like repentance for having destroyed Lolita’s 

childhood. 

The climax of the novel is a grotesque, blackly humorous murder scene in 

The novel as we have it purports to be Humbert’s confession and apologia pro vita 
sua as he awaits trial for the murder. In fact, he dies before he comes to trial, as does 

Lolita, in childbirth. Two lives (or three, if we count Quilty’s) have been lost, and 

the ending is in no sense “happy.” But perhaps there is a hint of redemption in Hum-

bert’s change of heart (if it is sincere); and the scintillating, witty, wickedly beautiful 

text remains, with its evocation of Lolita, Nymphet eternalized by Art.

none of the stylistic richness of such early Tanizaki stories as The Two Acolytes (Fu-
tari no chigo), with its premodern Buddhist setting, or of a middle-period novel like 

The Makioka Sisters, which, though contemporary in setting, makes great play of 

-

ing style. In contrast, Humbert’s narrative voice in Lolita calls attention to itself in 

its very Nabokovian use of rare vocabulary, paronomasia, literary allusiveness, and 

a diversity of tones ranging from pedantic to romantic, apologetical to erotic. Some 

critics have suggested that Nabokov’s novel is a celebration not of nymphets or 

perverse professors but of the American language.

Finally, let us glance at the names of the two heroines, which also serve as 

titles for the novels (or, in Tanizaki’s case, as the title of the English translation ). 
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splendid name, I thought; written in Roman letters, it could be a Western name.”  

name thus symbolizes his infatuation with “the West” of popular culture, as seen in 

and the girl—both the charms and the inadequacies of this reconstructed “West.” In 

a way, the name “Naomi” sums up the great theme of the novel: Japan’s encounter 

with a largely fantasized, contemporary, popular “West.” Japanese critics in particular 

between Naomi and Nami, the heroine of the Tanizaki novel and that of Natsume 

Soseki’s Kusamakura, seeing the former novel as in part a critique of Soseki’s type 

of literature.

In the case of Nabokov’s novel, the centrality of the name is obvious and un-

word of the novel, and its last. In the famous opening paragraph, Nabokov indulges 

his love for alliteration: “Lolita, light of my life, fire of my loins.” The next sentence 

uses more alliteration even while describing and enacting the physical movement 

of the tongue as it pronounces the name: “the tip of the tongue taking a trip of three 

steps down the palate to tap, at three, on the teeth. Lo. Lee. Ta.”  

a small-scale prototype for each: the short story Aguri (Aoi hana), published in 

Naomi, and the short story “First 

Love,” originally published in The New Yorker 
inclusion in Speak, Memory, Nabokov’s volume of memoirs. Its original version 

thus precedes Lolita by six years. Aguri describes the relationship between an older 

-

spectively. Aguri, like Naomi, is described as Western-looking (“her legs were as 

slender and straight as those of any Western girl”),  with a taste for Western things 

and fashions from “the foreign shops of Yokohama.”  She is petted and indulged by 

-

ing her like a beloved pet . . . a leopard in necklace and earrings.”

Naomi, she is imagined as a “marble statue of a nude woman” surrounded by dark 

velvet hangings.

thing, he is very much a narcissist, with a pronounced feminine side. Earlier, he had 

and its evaluation.

Ibid., p. 126.

Ibid.
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prided himself on “his plump white buttocks, as well rounded as a young girl’s”  

and “his smooth ‘feminine’ arms.”  By the story’s end, he is describing his body 

in terms not of narcissistic pleasure in its feminine beauty but of hypochondriacal 

fears of fatigue, weight-loss, illness, and death. The Western clothing in which he, 

too, had delighted now feels oppressive: “every part of the body was pressed and 

squeezed by clasps and buttons and rubber and leather, layer over layer, as if you 

were strapped to a cross.”  He suspects his decline is caused by Aguri, who, in her 

role as leopard, is imagined as “ripping and tearing him to shreds, and trying to suck 

the marrow out of his bones.”  In his fantasies, Aguri will continue to pleasure and 

trampled on in the tomb by Satsuko’s lovely feet in Tanizaki’s Diary of a Mad Old 
Man (

the similarities and differences among the principal characters, however, the work-

ing out of the same thematic relationship on a smaller scale a few years previous to 

the major novel is worth noting.

Entitled Lolita,”  he tells us that he wrote a short story, of some thirty pages in Rus-

marries the girl’s mother to be close to the child After the mother’s death he attempts 

a seduction, failing in which he kills himself. This Russian-language prototype was 

quite different from the earlier Russian tale, and from the subsequent full-scale 

Speak, 
Memory, of travel on the elegant Nord Express

windows and mirrors of the rail car, the movement of telegraph poles glimpsed from 

the train, the look and feel of a luxurious valise with its attendant crystal and silver 

bottles, and so forth. The goal of the journey is Biarritz, near the Spanish border, 

where the “I” of the story encounters Colette, a little French girl just going on ten, 

love, but now he “knew at once that this was the real thing.”  He wants to rescue 

her from her family, who are certainly bourgeois and probably abusive, but they are 

This becomes, in Lolita, Humbert’s primal encounter with a “nymphet.” The 

Ibid., p. 123.

Ibid., p. 127.

See note 1 above.
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setting is not Biarritz but the French Riviera, and the two children are a bit older 

than in “First Love”—twelve or thirteen, with the boy being, again, a few months 

older. Annabel’s parents are loathsome, of course, and keep impeding the progress 

of their love. Eager for more than a few casual brushes as they play on the sandy 

beach in full sight of her parents, they steal away to a small cave (their version of 

the attempted elopement in “First Love”) and “had a brief session of avid caresses, 

with somebody’s lost pair of sunglasses for only witness.”  Humbert claims he was 

about to possess her when they were interrupted by two bearded aquatic vulgarians, 

whose cries of encouragement had the opposite effect on young Humbert. It was 

their last meeting, and Annabel was to die of typhus a few months later. The dream 

sees Lolita, thus setting in motion the long, elaborate tragicomedy that is the novel. 

It constitutes the grand theme of the book—the lifelong quest for the perfect lover, 

who has been found only to be lost forever. 

Thus the themes of the two great novels are seen to have been at work in the 

minds of their authors over many years, and to have found expression in various 

-

ic passion and ironic humor from the beginning. 
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On Longing for Mother

JACQUELINE PIGEOT

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY CLARE CLERET

Haha o kohuru ki (Longing for Mother, 1919) is a work that is impossible to clas-
sify, part tale of mystery and imagination, part lyric poem. The main character is 
a child who, having traveled by night through a strange landscape, then along a 
beach by the sea, sees a graceful young woman walking in front of him playing 
the shamisen. He catches up with her; whereupon this unknown woman turns out 

own dreams; and, indeed, the whole story is bathed in a dreamlike atmosphere. The 
slow pace, the haunting repetition of the same descriptive motifs, the absence of any 

persons—all 
evoke the world of dreams.

As A. V. Liman says, the poetic quality of the work is due mainly to the fact 
that “moonlight dominates the poetics of the entire story.”1 And as Liman further 
notes, in Tanizaki’s imagination, the pale white light of the moon is closely related 

(Captain Shigemoto’s Mother, 1949–50) demonstrates that, thirty years after writing 
Longing for Mother, this motif was still alive and productive in the novelist’s poetic 
language.

According to Tanizaki himself, the moonlight which distinguishes Longing for 

Mother -
ence of Tsukikage

paints the beauty of the moon. -
zaki’s, the landscape is illuminated by the moon in a manner that renders it at once 

repeats almost exactly.3

an urban landscape, “evoking Amsterdam or Venice,” whereas in Longing for Moth-

er, the setting is the remote countryside and then the seaside. Another difference 
is the point of view the author adopts, that is, the stance of the narrator. Almost all 

Haha o kohuru ki, Tsukikage

3. On this point, see my observations on Nostalgie de ma mère
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moonlit night” and venture out into the strange fantasy town. By contrast, Longing 

for Mother recounts a long ramble through the heart of the countryside which comes 

In these two respects, both of which differentiate Longing for Mother from 
Moonlight, Tanizaki’s story, it seems to me, recalls an earlier novel by Natsume 

4 It may seem surprising that I should 
-

ing in common. There is not a single miner in Longing for Mother, and there is no 
nostalgia for the mother (a character who hardly appears at all) in The Miner. The 

narrative, which is much longer and more expansive than Tanizaki’s, does not de-
scribe a dream; it is a transcription of an oral autobiographical account recorded by 
the author, the account of a man who, in his youth, was recruited by a procurer of 
cheap labor for a copper mine.5

-
chological phenomena,”6 our capacity for allowing ourselves to be stripped of our 
ego, and even our doubts about the very existence of that ego. I must also mention 
the feigned detachment of the narrator and his occasional black humor, qualities 

Longing for 

Mother.
Another difference lies in the general coloration of the two works—not only 

their emotional color, but the very material color of the worlds they describe. Long-

ing for Mother may be considered a hymn to the whiteness of moonlight, culminat-
ing in the evocative description of the immensity of the sea spread out below its 
silvery rays, to the light of the moon to which the whiteness of the mother’s cheeks 
provides a response in the last scene. In contrast, The Miner traces a gradual en-

earth, at the bottom of the mine. The “blackness” of the mine is portended even in 
the opening pages. Even before he knew he would go down the mine, the narrator 

go into the dark.”7 In fact, he is contemplating suicide.

describe events in retrospect. In the dream described in Longing for Mother, the nar-
The Miner, 

the narrator says. “I look back at myself as a stranger and set down these recollec-

The Miner.
5. 

7.  
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tions of my youth here on paper”;8
child, I was a slightly grown-up child.”9 Like the child in Longing for Mother, the 

Moreover, in their moral dimension, both protagonists have at least one trait in 

explicitly, “I’ve been a coward for as long as I can remember.”10 The main character 
in The Miner, without accusing himself directly of being cowardly, nonetheless im-

he admits, “When I was his age, I was a little frightened to cut through Aoyama 
cemetery at night—and that’s in the middle of Tokyo.”11

Their situations in life, too, are similar. Although they come from prosperous 
families where for years they were cherished, both men are now separated from their 
loved ones and are impecunious. In Longing for Mother

sight, dirty and shabbily dressed.”12 In The Miner

born into a family of more than middling means, and until nine o’clock the night 
before, I had lived as the classic pampered son.”13 But today, says the hero, he has 
“no money.”14

In both cases, the traveler has left Tokyo, abandoning society and the environ-
ment in which he had been living with his family. At the beginning of the story, 
the narrator of Longing for Mother recalls in a nostalgic way the life that he led as 

15

further on, “I hadn’t talked to anyone since leaving Tokyo the night before.” And 
even though he is leaving the capital of his own accord, he speaks of it with a certain 

there, warm and bright.”16 In both cases, reference to the capital serves as a means 

well as his present state of dereliction.
The similarities between the two stories are even more evident in their descrip-

above, that Longing for Mother clearly differs from Moonlight

9. 
10. Tanizaki 1919, p. 193. 
11. 

existence of the narrator as a child.
13. 
14. 

his family but of the breakdown of his relationship with them.
15. 
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Longing for Mother, as in The Miner, the narrator describes a long walk through a 

of Longing for Mother
17

The Miner).18 In both stories, the 

further on, “Now my legs are heavy.”19 And this motif is repeated several times 

dragging my feet.”20

-
tion with life. In Tanizaki, too, there is a discomfort (“I feel very uneasy”) born of 
the solitary nighttime walk, a discomfort that later becomes “a vague terror.”21

But the most striking similarity is in the locations themselves. In both cases, 
a long “straight”22 road cuts through the countryside. The Miner starts with these 

trees and pine trees.”23 Longing for Mother, “a road . . . runs 

road on either side.” And the word matsubara

narrative, also turns up later in Tanizaki.24
We have seen that Longing for Mother is set entirely under the glow of the moon, 

the moon engulfed in clouds,” and few lines further on, the narrator says, “before 
my eyes everything is misty.”25

particular goal in mind, I feel as if a big, blurry photograph is hanging in the air in 
front of my face. . . . I hate to think that this world of clouds is going to be out there, 
blocking the path ahead.”26

In Tanizaki’s description of the landscape, one of the strangest, most dreamlike 

17.
seaside.

is then led by the procurer and accompanied by other recruits.
19. 

Tobotobo to aruite itta,” 

fuan kokoro-

bosoi, then usugimiwarui

“my vision blurs.”
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momentarily and then disappear. Their number increases with each gust 
of sea breeze blowing in from the left, and they rustle noisily, like an old 

27

I cannot resist noting, too, that in The Miner

Maybe it was my imagination, but the water rushing down to our left 

that something dark and moving out there looked as though it had a shine 
to it. The water crashing against the rocks was fairly clearly white, and 
it made a continuous rushing sound. It was pretty noisy, and that made it 
pretty desolate.28

can so easily single out. Their similarities—between characters as much as between 

read The Miner and in some way been inspired by it? Parenthetically, let us note that 
one could also compare the setting of Longing for Mother to that of a short story by 

La Peur

menacing” sea that he can hear “grumbling,” along a “long straight road through 
the scrubland,” a “long empty road, interminable,” while the wind makes “the reeds 
whistle” and he feels his “heart beating with confused fear.” Would one wish to 
maintain that Tanizaki had read this short story and been inspired by it? It is hardly 
likely.29 So why is the same not true of The Miner?

Before addressing this question, we must recall the series of similarities be-
tween the characters mentioned above, which have no equivalent in Maupassant. 
And, above all, we must appreciate the importance of the episodes that in both 
works punctuate the walk made by the main character. A light suddenly appears 
on the route of the child-narrator in Longing for Mother

a moment at my own shadow . . . ; had I not come across this lamp I might even 

“Perhaps in the darkness I was transformed entirely into spirit and now that I have 
30

Maupassant wrote two short stories with the title La Peur. The one that interests me is the lesser 
Le Figaro

until 1907–10. “The train raced, full steam, into the shadows.”
30. “my body was transformed,” but 

Tanizaki says “I” (jibun wa).
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there is no episode of this kind. However, much further on in the novel, when the 

of me and into the red coals, where it was dancing like mad.”31 Is the similarity of 
these experiences of separation of body and soul (tamashii, the same word in both 

Another episode, more fully developed and crucially important, is even more 
revealing. Until he sees the young woman walking in front of him playing the 
shamisen, the child-hero of Longing for Mother meets no other human being. There 

she chases him away. This woman, as Liman says, represents the mater terribilis, 
the antithesis of the young, beautiful, loving mother who will hold the child to her 
breast in the last scene. What about in The Miner

stand by the road traveled by the hero. There is a man standing there who looks him 
up and down and then calls to him. He is the procurer who will later recruit him to 
work in the mine.

the way the two writers present the “meeting” of the hero with the dwelling and its 

oven, her back to me.”32 In The Miner

I see a rusty kettle on a big clay stove. A bench out front sticking a couple feet into 
the road. . . . A man in a kimono—a hanten or dotera or something—sitting there 
with his back this way.”33 The same way of looking through a blind; the same human 

Then the character seen from behind turns around and reveals an uncouth ex-
pression. Longing for Mother

slowly to her feet, still stooped forward. . . . Mother only stares at me in silence. 
Ashes from the oven cake the tufts of greying hair not covered by her towel. Her 
forehead and cheeks are deeply creased.”34 In The Miner

halfway between a hanten and a dotera spun around in my direction. He had these 
teeth black with tobacco stains and fat lips and he was smiling.” 35 One must not 
think that this man is smiling out of kindness. The next scene shows that he is 
delighted simply because he has found a victim. Like the “mother,” he is without 
pity.

31. 

33. 
34. 
35. 
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the presence at the stand of an old woman (baa-san), the same word used by Tani-

one could say that he combined in one character—the false mother—the two com-
panions, the procurer and the old woman, in The Miner. The unattractive, disturbing 

at me, bleary-eyed. . . . The old woman then took on a bad tempered expression and 
looked me over, taking me in from the soles of my feet to the top of my head.”36 

serious position, but damned if the whites of his eyes didn’t start creeping up my 
face—mouth to nose, nose to forehead, over the visor and up to the crown of my 

marks my big toes had rubbed onto the platforms of my geta.”37
The shrew in Longing for Mother

old woman. In the quest for the mother described in Longing for Mother, the shrew 
represents the antithesis of the good mother—the mother who feeds (mater nutrix)—

she has carefully prepared (she says that she has prepared them for someone else, a 

her back turned and was busy saying nothing.”38 It is interesting that in The Miner, 

a “cook.” But the characterization of this woman appears to differ greatly from that 
of the shrew in Longing for Mother, who is cooking appetizing food but refuses it to 

?” the woman asks. “They’re fresh.” However, the food she offers him is bad. 
39 she continues. In fact, when he came 

into the shop, the narrator had seen the plate of 
with the thought of eating some of these, but on close inspection I found that the 

40 It is this disgusting food that the old woman 
gives the hero—or rather sells to him for his last coins. Grasping and hypocritical, 
she is also the accomplice of the man who wants to recruit him. Thus one can see 
that in the two narratives the old women, despite an apparent difference in attitude at 
the start, play the same role. Both refuse to take on the role of earth mother that the 
heroes expect of them. In this sense, one can say that the old woman in The Miner 

Longing for Mother.

37. 

old and ugly.
39. 
40. Ibid.
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I do not know whether the parallels that I have tried to show between these two 

vocabulary in the two works is identical. Even the blind that shields the house where 
the “bad mother” is cooking is a yoshizu nawa-noren in Tanizaki 
(although a nawa-noren appears later in The Miner in a similar context the next day, 
when the still-famished narrator wishes to halt again and enters a roadside shop 
through a nawa-noren).41 The oven is called a kamado in Longing and a hettsui in 
Miner—and so on. Even the word baa-san, used with reference to the old woman in 
both works, is not written with the same character.

Haruo’s Moonlight, never to my knowledge refers to The Miner in such terms. There 
is no proof that he ever even read it; nor, if I am not mistaken, does Tanizaki ever 
mention The Miner

to are Meian (Light and Darkness), Kusa-makura (Grass Pillow), Mon (The Gate), 
Sore kara (And Then), Waga hai wa neko de aru (I Am a Cat), and others—but not 

.42
Even so, I cannot believe that the similarities I have noted—in main charac-

ters, secondary roles, settings, accessories, space—are merely coincidental; the re-
semblances are too striking. Though any one of them, taken separately, might raise 
doubts, the ensemble forms such a compelling whole that it seems impossible to 
attribute them to chance. Knowing Longing for Mother as well as I do, from having 
translated it, I could hardly believe my eyes when I read The Miner. Indeed, it is 

both of which are possible.
The Miner, was struck by several features 

of the narrative—the description of the boy walking alone through the pine wood; 
the episodes that take place along the way; the scene, quoted above, in which the 
soul is detached from the body; and perhaps the “moon bath” mentioned by the 
narrator at the end of The Miner.43 At the same time, certain images (though not 
the words in which they were couched) impressed themselves deeply and precisely 
upon his memory—the road between the pines; the water with its undulating and 

Then, several years later, Tanizaki writes Longing for Mother, a work entirely dif-
ferent, both in the totally personal nature of its theme—nostalgia for the mother—
and in its structure. In crafting this work, he alters the settings, substituting the sea 

41. 

of . I may have missed a reference.
43. 

’s “tsuki o abiru” 
with Tanizaki’s “ .”
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personal vocabulary and sensibility, describing the landscape in far greater detail 
-

which he has made entirely his own—so much so that they have become integral to 
his own imagination.

The Miner

about people warning others not to forget what they’ve done for them in their hour 

then goes on to cite a proverb demonstrating the universal nature of the phenomenon 
of forgetting.44 Tanizaki’s Longing for Mother would therefore be neither an act 
of plagiarism nor a deliberately constructed variant (as Tanizaki had done with 

Moonlight), but the result of internal alchemy and the involuntary workings 
of the memory. What we have here is the work of the mysterious mechanism of 
remembrance.

The second scenario is radically different. It assumes that Tanizaki had not for-
gotten reading The Miner Longing 

for Mother -

a theme more typical of his own sensibility—would purposely have changed most of 
the words that appeared in the “original,” the “ante-text,” as it were. Thereafter, he 

-
zaki’s dream sequence is in fact either an impertinent allusion or a genuine homage 

The Miner? “It’s 
precisely because I can now look at my trip to the mine as an old dream that I am 

-
ing are dreams, and it is in their dream-like quality that the nostalgia lies, which is 
why there has to be something vague and unfocused in the past facts themselves for 
them to contribute to the mood of fantasy.”45

But if he did not forget The Miner, why did Tanizaki never acknowledge that 
he had borrowed from it—if one can call a “re-creation” borrowing? Is it likely that 
he would admit to having been inspired by Moonlight and hide the fact that he had 
also been inspired by The Miner? I shall not place the argument on a moral plane by 

had been dead for three years when Tanizaki published Longing for Mother; he 
could not have exposed the source of the loan. And even if he had still been alive, 

The Miner, fol-
lowing the passage on forgetting quoted above, “People who loudly accuse others of 

44. Rubin does not translate the proverb nodo-moto sugureba 

atsusa o wasureru, given in Kenkyusha’s New Japanese-English Dictionary as “Danger past, God 
forgotten,” but which can be more literally rendered as “Once a mouthful has passed your throat, you 
forget that it burned.”

45. 
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46 In a more serious vein, 

he abstains from enthusiastic assessment of his work.47 Perhaps he therefore did not 
feel it necessary to pay him homage as one of his muses.

I wish, too, to move the debate onto a higher plane than that of the personal re-

interesting to examine Tanizaki’s strategies in the use of texts that inspire him, or at 

that he plays in Longing for Mother—acknowledging one key work, Moonlight, and 
concealing another, The Miner—is perfectly plausible, for the strategy behind it is 
clearly recognizable.

In every one of his works that is constructed from material in other texts, Tani-
zaki adopts a subtle strategy, different each case, for revealing/concealing his “bor-

pages of the work he claims to have based his narrative on an early document, 
Mozuya Shunkin den (The Life of Mozuya Shunkin), which he describes in consid-
erable detail (number of pages, type of paper, orthography), even though this docu-

used in Western narrative literature.48
The strategy becomes subtler still when, in a single work, Tanizaki plays the 

game of the false revelation and also the game of the hidden truth. Thus in 
hiwa (The Secret History of the Lord of Musashi, 1935) he claims to have based his 
narrative on three archives, then proceeds to give their titles and thirty or so “quota-
tions” that are in fact entirely the product of his own imagination, while abstaining 
from mentioning the numerous early chronicles that he frequently relied upon.49

One could say, however, that the case of Longing for Mother and The Miner 
differs slightly, in that the author makes no mention of his sources within the work 
itself but only later claims to reveal the origin of his work. Here again, Tanizaki likes 
to cover his tracks. It is known, for example, that six years after the publication of 
Yoshino-kuzu (Arrowroot, 1931), Tanizaki published an illustrated edition in which 

-

47. On Rohan’s superiority, see “ ” “Aru toki no nikki,” an 
essay that is exactly contemporary with Longing for Mother

piece entitled “ ” included in  and written some six months after the death 

This brings to mind Stendhal’s L’Abbesse de Castro

“ ”
see Kasutoro no ama .

49. 
chronicle Asai sandai ki (A record of three generations of the Asai), using roughly 40 percent of the 
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graphs, he printed the photograph of a letter sent to a courtesan by his mother—a 
letter, supposedly in his possession, that he quoted in the narrative. But this letter 

50 In his afterword to (A Blind Man’s Tale, 1930), 
an historical narrative that is faithful to early sources, although none are mentioned 

But Mi-

borrowing which cannot be refuted because he sometimes quotes these documents 
verbatim.51 Later, in his preface to (Captain Shigemoto’s 
Mother, 1949–50), Tanizaki drops his mask and reveals his taste for fabrication in 

The author has named each of them and made it clear which sections are 

“source” fabricated by the author—is also included, however, and the 
passages relating to it are products of the author’s imagination. . . . In 
consideration of the general reader’s interest, therefore, the author has 

 

Although The Miner is not a source for Longing for Mother in the same sense that 
early documents are for his historical novels, it is quite conceivable that Tanizaki ad-
opted the same strategy when he revealed the secret of his creation to his readers.

which case The Miner

-

readers make their own choice.

50. 
51. Mikame 1974.

Quoted in Chambers 1994, p. 95.
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